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The Antimatter Experiment: Gravity, Interferometry,
Spectroscopy (AEgIS) collaboration aims at
performing direct experimental tests of the Weak
Equivalence Principle (WEP) using anti-atoms.

The chosen method is the direct detection of the
free-fall trajectory of antihydrogen atoms, produced
in a pulsed fashion

The AEgIS collaboration
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The Antimatter Experiment: Gravity, 
Interferometry, Spectroscopy (AEgIS) collaboration 
aims at performing direct experimental tests of the 

Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP) using anti-
atoms. The chosen method is the direct detection 

of the free-fall trajectory of a pulsed beam of 
horizontally traveling antihydrogen atoms.

Tests of fundamental symmetries with antimatter

CPT: precision spectroscopy of 
antihydrogen, antiprotonic He,
antiprotons

WEP: gravitational behavior of 
neutral antimatter systems

BSM: precision spectroscopy of
exotic antiprotonic systems 

nuclear physics: antiprotonic 
atoms as gateway systems 

_
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Schematic overview

Physics goals: measurement of the gravitational interaction between
matter and antimatter, H spectroscopy, ...

_

Schematic overview: AEgIS

→

¡ Anti-hydrogen formation via Charge exchange process with Ps*
      • o-Ps produced in SiO2 target close to p; laser-excited to Ps*

• H temperature defined by p temperature

¡ Advantages:
¡ Pulsed H  production (time of flight – Stark acceleration)
¡ Narrow and well-defined H  n-state distribution
¡ Colder production than via standard process possible
¡ Rydberg Ps &                →  H  formation enhanced

            

_
_

_
σ≈  𝑎0𝑛

4

Physics goals: measurement of the gravitational interaction between 
matter and antimatter, H spectroscopy, antiprotonic atoms (pp, pCs), Ps, ...

_

_ _

_ _

(Antimatter Experiment: gravity, Interferometry, Spectroscopy)

_

gratings produce periodic pattern on detector; 
measure gravity-induced vertical shift of fringes

pulsed production
 of H*

horizontal beam 
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Development of nuclear emulsions with 1 Pm spatial  
resolution for the AEgIS experiment 

M. Kimura on behalf of the AEgIS collaboration. 
Albert Einstein Center for Fundamental Physics, Laboratory for High Energy Physics, University of Bern 

Contact e-mail: mitsuhiro.kimura@lhep.unibe.ch  

The goal of the AEgIS experiment (CERN AD6) is to test the Weak 
Equivalence Principle (WEP) using antihydrogen       . The gravitational sag 
of a    beam will be measured with a precision of 1% on 'g/g by means of  
a moiré deflectometer and a position sensitive annihilation detector. The 
required position resolution should be a few Pm to achieve the 1% goal. 

 The AEgIS experiment  

Nuclear emulsions are photographic film with extremely high spatial 
resolution, better than 1 Pm. In recent experiments such as OPERA, large 
area nuclear emulsions were used thanks to the impressive developments 
in automated scanning systems. For AEgIS, we developed nuclear 
emulsions which can be used in ordinary vacuum (OVC, 10-5~ -7 mbar). 
This opens new applications in antimatter physics research. 

Nuclear emulsions  

Experiments with emulsions under 
high vacuum have not been 
performed so far. We therefore tested 
their behavior in respect to such 
conditions. Water loss in the gelatine 
can produce cracks in the emulsion 
layer compromising the mechanical 
stability (Pm level needed). Therefore 
we developed glycerine treatment to 
avoid this effect. Glycerine can 
efficiently prevent the elasticity loss 
in the emulsion (see fig. 3). 

 Emulsion in high vacuum 

Emulsion properties after glycerine treatment 

  Since the glycerine treatment changed the composition of the emulsion 
layer, we investigated : 
• The detection efficiency per AgBr crystal with 6 GeV/c pions 
• The background in terms of the fog density 
  (the number of noise grains per 103 Pm3) 

Fig. 3. Emulsion films after 3.5 days in the 
vacuum chamber without glycerine 
treatment (A) and with treatment (B).  

Fig. 4. Left: Crystal sensitivity vs. 
glycerine concentration.  
Right:  Fog density vs. glycerine 
content for films kept in vacuum 
for 3.5 days (square), compared 
to atmospheric pressure(dots). 

Fig.1 Left: Schematic view of the AEgIS detectors. Right: 'g/g vs. number of  
particles for a position sensitive detector resolution of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  

Fig. 2. Left: AgBr crystals in emulsion 
layers observed by SEM.  
Right: A minimum ionizing track (MIP) of 
a 10 GeV/c  pion� 

We performed exposures with stopping antiprotons in June and December, 
2012.  The emulsion detector consisted of sandwiches each made out with 
10 films on five double sided plastic substrates (68 x 68 x 0.3 mm3) .  

  Exposure of nuclear emulsions to stopping antiprotons 

The 3D tracking and annihilation vertex reconstruction were performed at 
the University of Bern. Annihilation stars were observed together with 
tracks from nuclear fragments, protons, and pions. From the measured 
impact parameters a spatial resolution of ~1 Pm on the vertical position of 
the annihilation vertex can be achieved. 

Fig. 5. Left: Schematic view of  the  
detector setup. 
Upper right: Emulsion holder. 
Lower right: Emulsion detector attached to 
the vacuum flange by a crossed bar frame.  

Fig.6. Left: A typical antiproton annihilation vertex in the emulsion layer.  
Middle: Definition of the impact parameter.  
Right: Impact parameter resolution with a window of 20 Pm stainless steel (SUS). 

We irradiated emulsion films with antiprotons passing through a small 
moiré deflectometer. The simulation below shows as an example the 
expected interference pattern at the emulsion layer, generated by a pair of 
gratings (12 Pm slit, 40 Pm pitch, separated by 25 mm). The antiproton 
data is being analyzed and preliminary results are encouraging. 

Proof of principle using a miniature moiré deflectometer 

1 Pm 

Reference 
C. Amsler et al.,  ‘A  new  application  of  emulsions  to  measure  the  
gravitational force on antihydrogen’.,  JINST  (in  press), arXiv:1211.1370.  

Glass-based films with highly sensitive emulsions 

Annihilation products from annihilating               
     will be isotropically distributed. Since 
MIP tracks at large incident angles 
reduce the track finding efficiency in our 
automatic scanning system, we are 
presently investigating new emulsions 
with increased sensitivity. They were 
developed at Nagoya University (Japan) 
and then coated onto glass substrates in 
Bern. Glass is well suited for highest  
position resolutions thanks to its superior 
environmental stability (temperature and 
humidity), as compared to plastic. 

Fig.8. A 10 GeV/c pion track in the reference  
film (A) and in a highly sensitive one (B). 

Tab.1. Comparison between the reference 
 films (OPERA) and the new emulsions 
(Nagoya University). 

100 Pm 

1 Pm 

10 Pm 

Fig. 7. Left: Holder of the miniature moiré deflectometer. 
Right: Simulated intensity distribution of reconstructed vertices  
with position resolutions of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  
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deflectometer experiencing no acceleration. Thus, light provides
the required absolute zero-force reference. The only prerequisite
is that the Talbot length (or a multiple integer of it) is matched to
the distance between the gratings and the detector. With that, the
absolute shift of the antimatter pattern can be directly accessed
and systematic errors can be significantly reduced as the
moiré deflectometer and Talbot–Lau interferometer use the
same gratings. We would like to stress that Talbot–Lau
interferometry is also possible for matter waves such as atoms
and molecules17,18 if their de Broglie wavelength is long enough.

Experimental implementation. The experiment was performed
within the AEgIS apparatus designed to produce antihydrogen for
a future measurement of the gravitational acceleration10,19. A
beam of antiprotons with a broad energy distribution, delivered
by the AD at CERN, is realized after the 5.3 MeV antiprotons are
transmitted through degrader foils with a total thickness of
225mm (170 mm of aluminium and 55 mm of silicon). The
simulated distribution has a mean energy of 106 keV and a root
mean squared value of about 150 keV (see Methods). After
traversing a 3.6-m long tube within two homogeneous magnetic
fields of 5 T and 1 T, the antiprotons enter the deflectometer. We
estimate the mean de Broglie wavelength to be 8.8! 10" 14 m,
which implies that the concept of classical paths for the
trajectories of the antiprotons is applicable for our gratings with
a periodicity of 40 mm.

The grating holder is compact (25 mm distance between the
gratings) so that the passive stability of the relative positions
between the gratings for the long measurement time of 6.5 h is
ensured. The slit arrays are manufactured in silicon by reactive
ion etching, leading to a 100-mm thick silicon membrane with a
slit width of 12mm and a periodicity of d¼ 40mm. Low-energy
antiprotons hitting the slit array annihilate on the surface of the
array and do not reach the detector. For this measurement, the
final pattern, that is, the annihilation positions of antiprotons
after passing two gratings, is detected by an emulsion detector.
The moiré deflectometer and the annihilation detector are
mounted in a vacuum chamber (10" 5 mbar) on the extraction
line of the AEgIS apparatus. After the exposure to antiprotons,

the emulsion detector is removed, developed and analysed with
an automatic microscope available at one of the participating
institutions to determine the location of single annihilations. This
facility was initially developed for the detection of neutrino-
induced t-leptons by the OPERA experiment13. The development
of emulsion detectors for the application presented here, which
involves operation in vacuum, is described in refs 20,21.

After removal of the emulsion detector the pattern of the
Talbot–Lau interferometry with light was recorded in a
subsequent measurement. For this purpose, the grating holder
was homogenously illuminated by an incoherent light source (red
light-emitting diode with spatial diffuser). For a wavelength of
l¼ 640 nm, the Talbot distance is LTalbot¼ 2d2/lE5 mm. Thus,
for our setup (L¼ 25 mm), we analyse the fifth rephasing of the
light waves. The light pattern was directly recorded at the plane of
the emulsion with a high-resolution flatbed charge-coupled
device scanner (2.7mm resolution). To align the antiproton and
light measurement in the experiment reported here, an
independent spatial reference is implemented. For that purpose
we installed an additional transmission grating in direct contact
with the detector plane. Contact grating and moiré deflectometer
(see Fig. 1a) were simultaneously illuminated: first with
antiprotons and subsequently with light. In each case, the pattern
behind the contact grating is a simple shadow without any force
dependence, and thus can be used as a reference for alignment.

Antimatter fringe patterns. With the emulsion detector, the
positions of the annihilation vertices can be detected with a
typical resolution of 2mm (see Fig. 2a). The fragments produced
by the annihilation of antiprotons lead to a characteristic star-
shaped pattern, which can be observed with the microscope (an
example is depicted in Fig. 2a). The first observation of such an
annihilation star succeeded shortly after the discovery of the
antiproton using emulsions22. This allows for very robust and
high-quality particle identification, which makes this detector
practically background-free. In addition, this detector can detect
the arrival of antiprotons over a large area and thus is compatible
with an upscaling of the grating area necessary for experiments
with a divergent antihydrogen beam.
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Figure 2 | Antiproton fringe pattern. (a) The spatial pattern of the antiprotons (highlighted as blue tracks) as detected by the emulsion detector
in an exemplary area of 1 mm2. The annihilation of an antiproton leads to a clear signal from which the annihilation vertex can be extracted with a
precision of 2mm by reconstruction analysing the emitted secondary particles. The image enlargement shows an exemplary annihilation star. (b) The
fringe pattern after transmission through the moiré deflectometer setup reveals a visibility as high as (71±10) %. Since less than one antiproton is detected
per lattice period, the pattern shown is obtained by binning the vertical positions modulo the extracted periodicity of the fringe pattern. The solid black
line denotes the expected distribution. (c) The pattern behind a grating placed directly on the emulsion detector (‘contact’) is a simple shadow that is
smeared out due to the finite resolution of the detection. The few background events are consistent with independently observed grating defects. This
pattern is used as a reference with no force dependence since the transit time is zero. The position of the moiré fringe pattern (indicated as offset a) is
measured using light.
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The pattern of 146 antiprotons detected for the grating in
direct contact with the emulsion is depicted in Fig. 2c. The high
visibility implies that the periodicity is well-defined in an area as
large as 15! 6 mm2 since the data collapses onto one fringe by
taking the detected position modulo the extracted periodicity d of
the pattern. To extract the periodicity, we employ the Rayleigh
test23 that is also widely used in astronomy24. The periodicity d
and the relative rotation a of the pattern is found by maximizing

Z2 ¼ 2
n

Xn

i¼1

sin
2p
d
# yi

! " !2

þ
Xn

i¼1

cos
2p
d
# yi

! " !2" #

; ð2Þ

where n is the total number of antiprotons and yi¼ y0 # cos a
þ x0 # sin a depicts the antiproton’s projected coordinate. This
leads to an inferred periodicity of 40.22±0.02 mm, which is
consistent with the expected emulsion expansion of B1% and the
nominal periodicity of 40mm. It is interesting to note that the
analysed area corresponds to 368 slits and, on average, only in
every second slit an antiproton is detected.

In Fig. 2b, the observed moiré pattern for antiprotons is shown.
The 241 events associated with antiproton annihilations were
accumulated during the 6.5-h run of the experiment. The
Rayleigh tests on sub-segments of the detected patterns reveal
local distortion due to the expansion/shear of the emulsion and
allow the identification of regions with negligible distortion.
We have restricted the areas to two-thirds of their initial size,
which ensures a position uncertainty due to shear to be smaller
than ±1.2 mm.

Absolute deflection measurement. To determine the absolute
position of the antiproton fringe pattern (parameter a in Fig. 2b),
we conduct a comparison with the measurement with light.
The results are represented in Fig. 3a,b where the detected
intensity is indicated by the red shading. The alignment is
achieved by overlaying the contact patterns as depicted on the
right of Fig. 3b. The moiré pattern can now be directly compared
with the Talbot–Lau pattern (left of Fig. 3b) to extract a possible
deflection.

For the quantitative analysis, we extract the orientation of the
antimatter (Rayleigh test) and light patterns (Fourier transforma-
tion as the data is discrete in space). We find that the relative
angle of the two antiproton patterns, which are 15 mm apart,
deviates from the angle measured between the two corresponding
light patterns by Dy¼ 0.92±0.27 mrad.

This observation is consistent with independent systematic
studies of the distortion of emulsions on this large scale25. It is
important to realize that this angle implies an intrinsic systematic
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Figure 3 | Comparison between photon and antiproton patterns. (a) The spatial positions of the detected antiprotons (blue dots) are compared with the
subsequently recorded light pattern (measured intensity indicated by the red shading). The Talbot–Lau fringe pattern provides the zero-force reference,
presented here for the same exemplary detector area with ten annihilations as in Fig. 2a. (b) The antiproton and light measurements are aligned by
overlaying the two patterns obtained with the contact grating. The result of this procedure is visualized on the right, where the annihilation positions
of all antiprotons are folded into an area of 80! 80mm2. The moiré and Talbot–Lau pattern depicted on the left, without any further alignment, can be
compared to determine a shift. (c) The data is projected onto the y axis for quantitative analysis. A relative shift between moiré and Talbot–Lau
pattern indicates that a force is present. The observed mean shift of 9.8 mm is consistent with a mean force of 530 aN.
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Figure 4 | Monte Carlo simulation. A detailed simulation study based on
the expected energy distribution of the antiprotons (see Methods) shows
the visibility for increasingly large forces. As the observed pattern in the
presence of a force is an ensemble of differently shifted patterns
corresponding to different transit times t the visibility consequently
decreases. The measured fringe pattern exhibits a visibility of (71±10) %
and is consistent with the result of this simulation. The error bar on the
measured visibility is determined via resampling; the error bar on the
measured force includes the systematic error bound and the one sigma
statistical error bound. The observed high visibility excludes that the fringe
pattern is shifted by more than one period and sets an upper limit for a
force present without the necessity of referencing.
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Δy=9.8±0.9(stat)±6.4(syst) μm

Aghion, S. et al. Nature Communications 5, 4538 (2014)

Development of nuclear emulsions with 1 Pm spatial  
resolution for the AEgIS experiment 

M. Kimura on behalf of the AEgIS collaboration. 
Albert Einstein Center for Fundamental Physics, Laboratory for High Energy Physics, University of Bern 
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The goal of the AEgIS experiment (CERN AD6) is to test the Weak 
Equivalence Principle (WEP) using antihydrogen       . The gravitational sag 
of a    beam will be measured with a precision of 1% on 'g/g by means of  
a moiré deflectometer and a position sensitive annihilation detector. The 
required position resolution should be a few Pm to achieve the 1% goal. 

 The AEgIS experiment  

Nuclear emulsions are photographic film with extremely high spatial 
resolution, better than 1 Pm. In recent experiments such as OPERA, large 
area nuclear emulsions were used thanks to the impressive developments 
in automated scanning systems. For AEgIS, we developed nuclear 
emulsions which can be used in ordinary vacuum (OVC, 10-5~ -7 mbar). 
This opens new applications in antimatter physics research. 

Nuclear emulsions  

Experiments with emulsions under 
high vacuum have not been 
performed so far. We therefore tested 
their behavior in respect to such 
conditions. Water loss in the gelatine 
can produce cracks in the emulsion 
layer compromising the mechanical 
stability (Pm level needed). Therefore 
we developed glycerine treatment to 
avoid this effect. Glycerine can 
efficiently prevent the elasticity loss 
in the emulsion (see fig. 3). 

 Emulsion in high vacuum 

Emulsion properties after glycerine treatment 

  Since the glycerine treatment changed the composition of the emulsion 
layer, we investigated : 
• The detection efficiency per AgBr crystal with 6 GeV/c pions 
• The background in terms of the fog density 
  (the number of noise grains per 103 Pm3) 

Fig. 3. Emulsion films after 3.5 days in the 
vacuum chamber without glycerine 
treatment (A) and with treatment (B).  

Fig. 4. Left: Crystal sensitivity vs. 
glycerine concentration.  
Right:  Fog density vs. glycerine 
content for films kept in vacuum 
for 3.5 days (square), compared 
to atmospheric pressure(dots). 

Fig.1 Left: Schematic view of the AEgIS detectors. Right: 'g/g vs. number of  
particles for a position sensitive detector resolution of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  

Fig. 2. Left: AgBr crystals in emulsion 
layers observed by SEM.  
Right: A minimum ionizing track (MIP) of 
a 10 GeV/c  pion� 

We performed exposures with stopping antiprotons in June and December, 
2012.  The emulsion detector consisted of sandwiches each made out with 
10 films on five double sided plastic substrates (68 x 68 x 0.3 mm3) .  

  Exposure of nuclear emulsions to stopping antiprotons 

The 3D tracking and annihilation vertex reconstruction were performed at 
the University of Bern. Annihilation stars were observed together with 
tracks from nuclear fragments, protons, and pions. From the measured 
impact parameters a spatial resolution of ~1 Pm on the vertical position of 
the annihilation vertex can be achieved. 

Fig. 5. Left: Schematic view of  the  
detector setup. 
Upper right: Emulsion holder. 
Lower right: Emulsion detector attached to 
the vacuum flange by a crossed bar frame.  

Fig.6. Left: A typical antiproton annihilation vertex in the emulsion layer.  
Middle: Definition of the impact parameter.  
Right: Impact parameter resolution with a window of 20 Pm stainless steel (SUS). 

We irradiated emulsion films with antiprotons passing through a small 
moiré deflectometer. The simulation below shows as an example the 
expected interference pattern at the emulsion layer, generated by a pair of 
gratings (12 Pm slit, 40 Pm pitch, separated by 25 mm). The antiproton 
data is being analyzed and preliminary results are encouraging. 

Proof of principle using a miniature moiré deflectometer 

1 Pm 

Reference 
C. Amsler et al.,  ‘A  new  application  of  emulsions  to  measure  the  
gravitational force on antihydrogen’.,  JINST  (in  press), arXiv:1211.1370.  

Glass-based films with highly sensitive emulsions 

Annihilation products from annihilating               
     will be isotropically distributed. Since 
MIP tracks at large incident angles 
reduce the track finding efficiency in our 
automatic scanning system, we are 
presently investigating new emulsions 
with increased sensitivity. They were 
developed at Nagoya University (Japan) 
and then coated onto glass substrates in 
Bern. Glass is well suited for highest  
position resolutions thanks to its superior 
environmental stability (temperature and 
humidity), as compared to plastic. 

Fig.8. A 10 GeV/c pion track in the reference  
film (A) and in a highly sensitive one (B). 

Tab.1. Comparison between the reference 
 films (OPERA) and the new emulsions 
(Nagoya University). 

100 Pm 

1 Pm 

10 Pm 

Fig. 7. Left: Holder of the miniature moiré deflectometer. 
Right: Simulated intensity distribution of reconstructed vertices  
with position resolutions of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  
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GRAVITY MEASUREMENT -  
PROOF OF PRINCIPLE

•Mini-moiré deflectometer
• distance 25 mm
• slit 12 μm, pitch 40 μm, 100 μm thick
• p ̄beam E~(100±150) keV traversing 

1T magnet
• light reference:  

Talbot-Lau
• emulsion detector 
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Proof of principles

❖ Antiproton fringes observed#

❖ Small uncertainty due to distortion #

❖ Shift of fringes detected #

❖ Consistent with the force from stray field perpendicular to the grating period 

21

Mini-Moiré setup 
❖ ~100 keV antiprotons#
❖ 7 hour exposure#
❖ Bare emulsion behind deflectometer#
❖ Alignment of gratings using light and 

single grating

Submitted for publication

Parasitic measurements primordial to converge to the optimal detector/deflectometer configuration

The precise measurement of forces between objects
gives deep insight into the fundamental interactions and
symmetries of nature. A paradigm example is the

comparison of the motion of matter in the gravitational field,
testing with high precision that the acceleration is material-
independent, that is, the weak equivalence principle1–4. Although
indirect experimental evidence suggests that the weak equivalence
principle also holds for antimatter5–7, a direct observation for
antimatter is still missing. First attempts in this direction have
recently been reported by the ALPHA collaboration8, who used
the release of antihydrogen from a magnetic trap to exclude the
absolute value of the gravitational acceleration of antihydrogen to
be 100 times larger than for matter. An alternative approach is
followed by the GBAR collaboration9, which is based on
sympathetic cooling of positive antihydrogen ions and their
subsequent photodetachment. One of the specified goals of
the AEgIS collaboration (antihydrogen experiment: gravity,
interferometry, spectroscopy) is the direct detection of the
gravitational acceleration using an antihydrogen beam10,11

combined with a moiré deflectometer12, a device with high
sensitivity for acceleration measurements.

Here, we present the successful realization of such a device for
antiprotons. This has been achieved using slow antiprotons from
the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) at CERN, the technology of
emulsion detectors developed for recent high-energy neutrino
experiments13 and a novel referencing method employing
Talbot–Lau interferometry14,15 with light. The observation is
consistent with a force at the 500 aN level acting on the
antiprotons. This demonstration is an important prerequisite
for future studies of the gravitational acceleration of antimatter
building on an antihydrogen beam.

Results
Moiré deflectometer. The principle used in the experiment
reported here is visualized in Fig. 1a. A divergent beam of
antiprotons enters the moiré setup consisting of three equally
spaced elements: two gratings and a spatially resolving emulsion
detector. The two gratings with periodicity d define the classical
trajectories leading to a fringe pattern with the same periodicity at
the position of the detector. If the transit time of the particles
through the device is known, absolute force measurements
are possible by employing Newton’s second law of mechanics16.

As indicated in Fig. 1b, the position of the moiré pattern is shifted
in the presence of a force with respect to the geometric shadow by

Dy ¼ Fk
m

t2 ¼ at2; ð1Þ

where F|| represents the force component along the grating
period, m is the inertial mass of the test particle, a is the
acceleration and t is the time of flight between the two gratings. It
is important to note that the shift has two contributions. The
velocity of the particle after the second grating in the direction of
the acceleration is non-zero and the particle is also accelerated in
the second half of the moiré deflectometer. The relevant
parameter for precision measurements is the sensitivity, that is,
the minimal detectable acceleration amin. This can be estimated
by considering the maximal signal S to noise ratio possible in this
scenario. Since the influence of a pattern shift is most sensitively
detected at the steepest gradient of the pattern the visibility
u¼ (Smax$ Smin)/(Smaxþ Smin) should be maximized and the
periodicity minimized. The noise of the signal is intrinsically
limited for classical particle sources to the shot noise which scales
as 1/

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

, where N is the number of detected particles.
Consequently, the minimal detectable acceleration12 is given by
amin ¼ d= 2put2

ffiffiffiffi
N
p" #

. It is important to note that this device
works even for a very divergent source of particles as shown in
Fig. 1a, and thus is an ideal device for the highly divergent beam
of antihydrogen atoms that is expected in the AEgIS apparatus.

Talbot–Lau interferometry with light as absolute reference.
To determine the magnitude of the fringe pattern shift,
knowledge of the undeflected fringe position (indicated as grey
trajectories in Fig. 1b) is required. Due to the neutrality and high
speed of photons, it is favourable to measure this position inde-
pendently with light so that the action of forces is negligible.
Unlike the case of classical particles described above, geometric
paths are not applicable for visible light as diffraction at the
gratings has to be taken into account. Figure 1c depicts the cor-
responding light field pattern where the distance between the
gratings is given by the Talbot length LTalbot¼ 2d2/l. This con-
figuration is known as Talbot–Lau interferometer14, which is
based on the near-field Talbot effect15—the rephasing of the
pattern in discrete distances behind a grating illuminated with
light. The final pattern is not a classical distribution, but an
interference pattern and coincides with the pattern of the moiré

Light interference

Matter moiréa b

c

40 µm

25 mm

25 mm

Moiré Contact

Figure 1 | Moiré deflectometer for antiprotons. (a) A divergent antiproton beam impinges on two subsequent gratings that restrict the transmitted
particles to well-defined trajectories. This leads to a shadow fringe pattern as indicated in b, which is shifted in the presence of a force (blue trajectories).
Finally, the antiprotons are detected with a spatially resolving emulsion detector. To infer the force, the shifted position of the moiré pattern has to be
compared with the expected pattern without force. (c) This is achieved using light and near-field interference, the shift of which is negligible. A grating in
direct contact with the emulsion is used to reference the antimatter and the light measurements.
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The goal of the AEgIS experiment (CERN AD6) is to test the Weak 
Equivalence Principle (WEP) using antihydrogen       . The gravitational sag 
of a    beam will be measured with a precision of 1% on 'g/g by means of  
a moiré deflectometer and a position sensitive annihilation detector. The 
required position resolution should be a few Pm to achieve the 1% goal. 

 The AEgIS experiment  

Nuclear emulsions are photographic film with extremely high spatial 
resolution, better than 1 Pm. In recent experiments such as OPERA, large 
area nuclear emulsions were used thanks to the impressive developments 
in automated scanning systems. For AEgIS, we developed nuclear 
emulsions which can be used in ordinary vacuum (OVC, 10-5~ -7 mbar). 
This opens new applications in antimatter physics research. 

Nuclear emulsions  

Experiments with emulsions under 
high vacuum have not been 
performed so far. We therefore tested 
their behavior in respect to such 
conditions. Water loss in the gelatine 
can produce cracks in the emulsion 
layer compromising the mechanical 
stability (Pm level needed). Therefore 
we developed glycerine treatment to 
avoid this effect. Glycerine can 
efficiently prevent the elasticity loss 
in the emulsion (see fig. 3). 

 Emulsion in high vacuum 

Emulsion properties after glycerine treatment 

  Since the glycerine treatment changed the composition of the emulsion 
layer, we investigated : 
• The detection efficiency per AgBr crystal with 6 GeV/c pions 
• The background in terms of the fog density 
  (the number of noise grains per 103 Pm3) 

Fig. 3. Emulsion films after 3.5 days in the 
vacuum chamber without glycerine 
treatment (A) and with treatment (B).  

Fig. 4. Left: Crystal sensitivity vs. 
glycerine concentration.  
Right:  Fog density vs. glycerine 
content for films kept in vacuum 
for 3.5 days (square), compared 
to atmospheric pressure(dots). 

Fig.1 Left: Schematic view of the AEgIS detectors. Right: 'g/g vs. number of  
particles for a position sensitive detector resolution of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  

Fig. 2. Left: AgBr crystals in emulsion 
layers observed by SEM.  
Right: A minimum ionizing track (MIP) of 
a 10 GeV/c  pion� 

We performed exposures with stopping antiprotons in June and December, 
2012.  The emulsion detector consisted of sandwiches each made out with 
10 films on five double sided plastic substrates (68 x 68 x 0.3 mm3) .  

  Exposure of nuclear emulsions to stopping antiprotons 

The 3D tracking and annihilation vertex reconstruction were performed at 
the University of Bern. Annihilation stars were observed together with 
tracks from nuclear fragments, protons, and pions. From the measured 
impact parameters a spatial resolution of ~1 Pm on the vertical position of 
the annihilation vertex can be achieved. 

Fig. 5. Left: Schematic view of  the  
detector setup. 
Upper right: Emulsion holder. 
Lower right: Emulsion detector attached to 
the vacuum flange by a crossed bar frame.  

Fig.6. Left: A typical antiproton annihilation vertex in the emulsion layer.  
Middle: Definition of the impact parameter.  
Right: Impact parameter resolution with a window of 20 Pm stainless steel (SUS). 

We irradiated emulsion films with antiprotons passing through a small 
moiré deflectometer. The simulation below shows as an example the 
expected interference pattern at the emulsion layer, generated by a pair of 
gratings (12 Pm slit, 40 Pm pitch, separated by 25 mm). The antiproton 
data is being analyzed and preliminary results are encouraging. 

Proof of principle using a miniature moiré deflectometer 

1 Pm 

Reference 
C. Amsler et al.,  ‘A  new  application  of  emulsions  to  measure  the  
gravitational force on antihydrogen’.,  JINST  (in  press), arXiv:1211.1370.  

Glass-based films with highly sensitive emulsions 

Annihilation products from annihilating               
     will be isotropically distributed. Since 
MIP tracks at large incident angles 
reduce the track finding efficiency in our 
automatic scanning system, we are 
presently investigating new emulsions 
with increased sensitivity. They were 
developed at Nagoya University (Japan) 
and then coated onto glass substrates in 
Bern. Glass is well suited for highest  
position resolutions thanks to its superior 
environmental stability (temperature and 
humidity), as compared to plastic. 

Fig.8. A 10 GeV/c pion track in the reference  
film (A) and in a highly sensitive one (B). 

Tab.1. Comparison between the reference 
 films (OPERA) and the new emulsions 
(Nagoya University). 

100 Pm 

1 Pm 

10 Pm 

Fig. 7. Left: Holder of the miniature moiré deflectometer. 
Right: Simulated intensity distribution of reconstructed vertices  
with position resolutions of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  
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avoid this effect. Glycerine can 
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tracks from nuclear fragments, protons, and pions. From the measured 
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the annihilation vertex can be achieved. 
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the vacuum flange by a crossed bar frame.  
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We irradiated emulsion films with antiprotons passing through a small 
moiré deflectometer. The simulation below shows as an example the 
expected interference pattern at the emulsion layer, generated by a pair of 
gratings (12 Pm slit, 40 Pm pitch, separated by 25 mm). The antiproton 
data is being analyzed and preliminary results are encouraging. 
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     will be isotropically distributed. Since 
MIP tracks at large incident angles 
reduce the track finding efficiency in our 
automatic scanning system, we are 
presently investigating new emulsions 
with increased sensitivity. They were 
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and then coated onto glass substrates in 
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wave atom interferometer [8] to measure their vertical
displacement with a position-sensitive detector. Grav-
ity (or any other force acting on the atoms) can then be
worked out if the average velocity of the atoms is known
[3, 8].

All the suggested schemes involve laser excitation to
long-lived excited states to overcome the lifetime limita-
tion of the 13S ground state (142 ns) where Ps is nor-
mally produced. An e↵ective and widely adopted choice
consists in laser-exciting the atoms to the Rydberg lev-
els, where lifetimes spanning from tens of s up to several
ms can be obtained [9, 10]. Atoms in Rydberg states are,
in general, sensitive to electric field gradients [11] which
can modify their trajectories. This is due to their large
electrical polarizability (up to ⇠ 10�32 Cm2 V�1 for Ps
in n = 15) [12, 13]. Ps Rydberg sublevels with large elec-
trical dipole can be guided and focused [12, 13] while the
selective excitation to sublevels with low dipole moment
has been proposed [14] as a method to minimize the de-
flection of Rydberg Ps in interferometric measurements
with physical gratings [15].

An alternative way to produce a beam of long-lived Ps
with lower electrical polarizability (⇠ 10�38 Cm2 V�1)
consists in laser exciting the atoms to their 23S
metastable level [15], whose lifetime is 1.14 s in vac-
uum and in the absence of electric field [16]. A beam
of 23S Ps atoms (of known average velocity) has been
shown to be suitable for improving the inertial sensitiv-
ity in proposed matter-wave interferometric layouts [8].
Moreover, the availability of 23S Ps with average veloc-
ity < 105 ms�1 would allow keeping the interferometer
compact in length (L . 1m), thus easing the control of
thermal and vibrational noise [17].

Producing fast 23S Ps with energies of several eV has
already been demonstrated via e+ collisions with solid
[18–20] or gaseous targets [21, 22]. 23S Ps atoms with
a beam Maxwellian distribution at around 600 K (av-
erage speed > 1.4 · 105 ms�1) were also produced via
Doppler-free two photon excitation of ground-state atoms
of Ps desorbed from metallic surfaces [23–25] and 13S–
23S two photon excitation of Ps emitted from porous sil-
icon [26]. Production of 23S Ps via single photon excita-
tion of ground-state atoms to mixed 23S–23P in electric
fields [15] and the single photon excitation of ground-
state atoms to 33P levels with subsequent radiative decay
to 23S [16] have been recently demonstrated. The reduc-
tion of the 23S lifetime in electric fields due to Stark
mixing has also been studied [16].

In the present work we investigate the feasibility of a
source of metastable 23S Ps with defined and tunable
velocity in the absence of electric field. The 23S level
is populated by spontaneous radiative decay of laser-
excited 33P Ps atoms. The tuning of the 23S Ps velocity
is achieved by varying the delay of the 13S–33P excitation
pulse between 20 ns and 65 ns from the e+ implantation
time in a nanochannelled silicon e+–Ps converter [27],

thus selecting Ps populations emitted after di↵erent per-
manence times in the target [28, 29] and consequently
with di↵erent velocities [30, 31].
In our experiment, Ps is formed when ⇠ 7 ns bursts

of ⇠ 107 e+, prepared in the AEḡIS e+ system (see
[16, 32, 33] for a detailed description of the apparatus)
are electro-magnetically transported and implanted at
3.3 keV into a Si (111) p-type crystal where nanochan-
nels were previously produced via electrochemical etch-
ing and thermal oxidized in air [16, 33]. Ps produced in-
side the converter out-di↵uses into vacuum through the
nanochannels loosing a fraction of its emission energy by
collision with the walls. The Si target was kept at room
temperature and e+ were implanted into it with a spot of
⇠ 3mm in size. Measurements previously performed on
identical e+–Ps converters indicated a wide angular emis-
sion of Ps from the nanochannels [16, 33]. A schematic
of the experimental chamber is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental chamber with
example Monte Carlo in-flight and collision annihilation
distributions for an 13S Ps population (light and dark
red dots) and for a 23S Ps population (yellow and blue
dots). The line-shaped annihilations distribution of 23S

atoms is due to the UV laser Doppler selection.

In the target region, e+ are guided by a 25mT mag-
netic field and focused by an electrostatic lens formed by
the last electrode of the transfer line set at �3000V and
the target kept at ground potential (see Fig. 1 for the ge-
ometry), inducing an electric field of about 300V cm�1

in front of the converter. Since this electric field shortens
considerably the 23S lifetime [13, 16], for the present mea-
surements the focusing electrode was switched o↵ ⇠ 5 ns
after the e+ implantation using a fast switch with a rise
time of ⇠ 15 ns (from �3000V to 0V).
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  Ps* velocimetry
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Figure 1. Sketch of the Ps-excitation area. One can see the
MACOR screen in the back, covered with a mesh-grid, the
positron-Ps converter target and the trap electrodes. Note
the 5mm gap between the bottom of the converter target
and the top of the electrodes which enables the Ps velocimetry.
The two-colored spot marks the laser position of an UV-beam
(purple), superimposed with an IR-laser (red) used for Ps-
excitation as specified in the text. The lasers are centered
at �3.2mm in z-direction and 1.7mm in x-direction from the
lower edge of the target.

plane in order to image the laser pulses and monitor162

their position. For the measurements presented here,163

the laser position was set to �3.2mm in z-direction164

and 1.7mm in x-direction from the lower edge of the165

target. The timing of the laser pulses was synchronized166

with the positron implantation into the converter target,167

which was marked by the prompt annihilation peak of168

positrons on a nearby scintillator.169

170

The characterization of the Ps velocity profiles and the171

fraction of Rydberg-Ps surviving self-ionization was stud-172

ied by performing three di↵erent types of experimental173

procedures: (i) timing scans, (ii) Doppler scans and (iii)174

Rydberg self-ionization scans.175

(i) The timing scans focused on the determination of176

the Ps-velocity component aligned with the vertical177

x-axis by means of photoionization of Ps atoms via178

a two-step optical transition and a subsequent mea-179

surement of the intensity distribution of released180

positrons. The timing scans were performed by181

changing the delay between positron implantation182

into the target and the trigger for laser excitation.183

Delays from 2ns up to 272 ns were applied to both184

the UV-pulse exciting Ps via 13S! 33P, operating185

at resonance (� = 205.045 nm, taken as a reference186

in the following), and to the IR-pulse at 1064 nm187

in order to photoionize selectively the fraction of188

Ps in the n = 3 state. This fraction is expected to189

be about 15% of the whole Ps-cloud being emitted190

into vacuum [19].191

The released photo-positrons were guided by the192

homogeneous 1T magnetic field towards a Micro-193

Channel Plate coupled to a phosphor screen (MCP194

Hamamatsu F2223 + Phosphor screen P46) and195

imaged by this assembly [21]. The front-face of the196

MCP was biased to �180V, the gain voltage be-197

tween the two stages of the MCP has been set to198

1120V. The intensity distribution of the positrons199

released by Ps-photoionization vs. laser-pulse de-200

lays was thus acquired. Using the known x-position201

of the Ps origin, the time distribution can be con-202

verted to a discrete velocity distribution along the203

x-axis, v
x

.204

(ii) The Doppler scans [19, 24] are performed in order205

to determine the Ps-velocity distribution parallel206

to the target, i.e. v

y

, and allow together with the207

timing scans a good total velocity-characterization208

within a 2⇡ half-sphere. These scans were per-209

formed for fixed laser-delays (once 23 ns and210

31 ns for a second series), but with linearly ad-211

justable UV-wavelength between 204.900 nm and212

205.200 nm in steps of 0.005 nm. Like this, one can213

investigate the 13S! 33P transition in the vicinity214

of resonance. The IR laser was again set to 1064 nm215

as for (i) in order to produce photo-positrons.216

(iii) The self-ionization scans reveal the fraction of217

Rydberg-Ps surviving the magnetically induced218

motional Stark field as a function of the e↵ective219

principal quantum number n

eff

, a quantum num-220

ber characterizing the Rydberg states in fields that221

will be defined later. These scans were done by222

changing the IR-wavelength that is inducing the223

transition from 33P!Rydberg. It was tuned from224

1671 nm to 1715 nm, addressing e↵ective Rydberg225

states between 14 and 22, while the UV-laser was226

kept unchanged and at the reference wavelength.227

Both laser pulses were synchronously delayed by228

25 ns. The internal MCP gain voltage was in-229

creased to 1200V in order to be more sensitive to230

the emerging positrons from self-ionization e↵ects.231

The intensity of the image on the MCP was thus232

acquired as a function of the e↵ective n-state of Ps.233

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION234

The measurements produce a photo-positron induced235

image on the MCP+phosphor screen assembly, acquired236

by a CMOS camera (Hamamatsu C11440-22CU). An ex-237

ample for a signal after photoionization is shown in Fig. 2.238

One can see the ionized positronium cloud (red), emerg-239

ing from below the border of the target. Note that here240

for visual verification of the internal alignment the im-241

age was overlayed with an electron-image (green), where242
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Doppler broadening ⊗ laser bandwidth

6

v

x

-component: while the timing scans indeed are quite397

precise at probing vertical velocities, the measurement398

integrates over a small fraction along the y-axis around399

zero due to the UV-laser bandwidth and a fraction along400

the z-axis due to the extent of the laser beam along that401

axis [21]. With the assumption of isotropic Ps emission,402

the integration along y and z only depends on the amount403

of Ps and can be treated as a constant factor to the v

x

-404

distribution per roi, as long as the laser properties are405

kept constant throughout the measurement.406

(ii) Doppler scans407

The Doppler scans were repeated five times so that408

we could average the images per wavelength. The v

y

-409

distribution has been extracted from the photoionization410

images in the following way. Within the reference anal-411

ysis window, all intensity values of one averaged image412

have been summed up and a constant background, i.e.413

the average value of a region on the MCP image where414

no Ps can be photoionized, was subtracted. Repeating415

this for all wavelengths, one obtains the photoionization-416

signal dependent on the UV-laser setting. Furthermore,417

the wavelength can directly be expressed as the Ps418

velocity-component v

y

propagating parallel/antiparallel419

to the laser beam by using the Doppler relation:420

v

y

= c

✓
1� �

�

r

◆
(2)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and �

r

=421

205.045 nm the reference wavelength for the excitation422

of the n = 3 manifold in our experimental conditions. In423

Fig. 5 the summed intensities are shown as a function of424

the velocity v

y

as well as Gaussian fits, from which the425

sigmas of the distributions have been extracted. Doppler426

scans strictly distinguish between velocities propagating427

towards the light source and those moving away from428

it. This is expressed by positive and negative velocities429

in Fig. 5, respectively. Note that this measurement of430

the v

y

-distribution is completely independent from the431

result of timing scans, which led to the v

x

-distribution.432

The peak at zero velocity is a geometrical consequence433

of the laser alignment parallel to the target and of the434

(approximately) isotropical distribution of the Ps cloud.435

The plot labeled a), with a laser delay of 23 ns, has a436

sigma of 1.03(3)⇥ 105 ms�1. The plot labeled b), with a437

set delay of 31 ns, has a sigma of 0.94(2)⇥ 105 ms�1. For438

greater delays, the velocity of positronium being in the439

visible region on the MCP seems a bit decreased, which440

could be due to faster Ps components having moved out441

of view or due to a non-isotropic Ps-emission from the442

target.443

The best UV-wavelength for AEḡIS’ setup is the one444

where the greatest fraction of Rydberg-Ps is moving to-445

wards the meshed grid at the top of the H̄-production446

trap. With the current alignment of laser, target and447

trap this is just the v

y

= 0 component, i.e. � = �

r

.448

Figure 5. a) Doppler scan at 23 ns delay b) Doppler scan at
31 ns delay: Both distributions have a peak at v

y

= 0ms�1

corresponding to � = 205.045 nm.

(iii) Self-ionization scan of Rydberg-Ps449

Rydberg-Ps has a strong dipole moment scaling with450

the principal quantum number squared. Hence, it is sen-451

sibly a↵ected by electric fields despite the general neutral-452

ity of Ps. This, on one hand, enables motional control453

for example via Stark deceleration as described in Ref.454

[28], but on the other hand it also puts constraints to455

its production in a strong 1T magnetic field: here the456

motion of Rydberg-Ps induces an electrical field follow-457

ing ~

F

mot

= ~v ⇥ ~

B. This is the so called motional Stark458

e↵ect and its strength depends on the velocity compo-459

nent perpendicular to the magnetic field, here v

x

. The460

presence of this electric field can cause self-ionization of461

the moving Ps-atom. In particular, the minimal electric462

field causing ionization on some Ps-states, usually called463

the ionization threshold, generally depends on a princi-464

pal quantum number n [20, 29] and can be written in our465

7

case as:466

F

limit

(n) =
E

Ps

9ea0
· 1

n

4
eff

(3)

Here, E
Ps

is the Rydberg energy for positronium (equal467

to 6.8 eV), e is the electric charge and a0 is the standard468

Bohr-radius, while n

eff

represents an e↵ective quantum469

number depending only on the wavelength � character-470

izing the n = 3 ! Rydberg transition through the well-471

established Rydberg-formula for hydrogen-like systems:472

hc

�

= E

Ps

✓
1

(n = 3)2
� 1

n

2
eff

◆
(4)

This reformulation is possible since the distribution473

of Ps-Rydberg-states resembles a continuum rather than474

well-separated single states as the classical formula would475

imply. In fact, the presence of the motional Stark e↵ect is476

highly relevant for Rydberg-excited Ps-atoms: it destroys477

the axial symmetry and determines via mixing of ` andm478

sub-states the spread of energy levels for the n-manifold.479

It also determines the interleaving of nearby n-manifolds,480

finally leading to a quasi–continuum structure of energy481

levels [20, 30]. This also has the consequence that the ef-482

ficiency of the transition n = 3 ! Rydberg is essentially483

dominated by the IR-laser’s bandwidth of 430GHz.484

By using the relation in Eq. 4, one finally obtains485

the self-ionization limit as a function of the IR-excitation486

wavelength �:487

F

limit

(�) =
E

Ps

9ea0
·
✓
1

9
� hc

E

Ps

�

◆2

, (5)

and from the relation v

x,limit

= F

limit

/B, with B = 1T,488

the corresponding limiting velocity that is used in the489

following analysis of experimental data.490

491

Also in the case of self-ionization positrons are set free492

which can be imaged on the MCP, although the number493

of detectable particles is smaller. Therefore, unlike be-494

fore, we used a larger analysis window ranging from the495

target border to roi 2 for a better signal intensity, and496

divided it by the corresponding sum of a full photoion-497

ization measurement in this increased window with the498

IR-laser set to 1064 nm and the UV-laser set to the ref-499

erence wavelength. The result of the self-ionization scan500

for a fixed delay of 15 ns is shown in Fig. 6 (black circles501

with error bars). The data-point at � = 1671 nm was502

the highest state reachable with the AEḡIS laser setup.503

Here, one expects 99% of self-ionization, as the threshold504

lies at 6⇥ 104 ms�1, which is slower than the majority505

of Ps atoms according to the positronium velocity distri-506

bution found in the previous paragraph. The intensity of507

this expected complete self-ionization has been found to508

be in good agreement with the intensity of a pure pho-509

toionization measurement, marked as photoionization in510

Fig. 6. For � = 1700 nm (i.e. n

eff

⇡ 16), about 75%511

survive, thus this state seems a reasonable choice when512

optimizing the charge exchange reaction, as the visible513

self-ionizing Ps is still very dim, while n

eff

is not too514

small.515

Figure 6. IR-wavelengths scan corresponding to Ps-Rydberg
states (black marks with error bars). The self-ionizing frac-
tions have been normalized to a full photoionization signal.
Around � = 1680 nm, still around 90% of the Ps ionizes. At
� = 1700 nm, which is n

eff

⇡ 16, only about 25% ionizes.
Blue squares are the result of a modeling of the self-ionizing
fraction, as detailed in the text. The model resembles the
measured self-ionization per state.

The velocimetry result of Fig. 4 has been used to516

model the self-ionizing fraction of Rydberg-Ps. For each517

IR-wavelength, the threshold of self-ionization and the518

corresponding limiting velocity v

x, limit

have been cal-519

culated from Eq. 5. Then, the fraction of self-ionizing520

positronium has been computed via numerical integra-521

tion: all bins with a velocity higher than the ionization-522

limit contribute to a signal-integral which then has been523

divided by the outcome of an integration over all veloc-524

ities. The model (blue squares) is plotted together with525

the measured self-ionization over the wavelengths in Fig.526

6. The model follows well the course of the measured527

self-ionization when choosing the velocity distribution re-528

sulting from roi 2. The model using the far window roi529

3 is extremely sensitive to a correct background subtrac-530

tion, as the signal is rather weak leading to huge uncer-531

tainties. The model using the very close window roi 1532

is under-sampling the fast velocity components, which533

are predominately defining the self-ionization signal, and534

consequently underestimates the real self-ionization sig-535

nal.536

Expected impact on the H̄-production cross-section537

The cross-section for H̄-production via the charge-538

exchange reaction was studied theoretically by di↵erent539

groups. Classical simulations [18] based on Monte-Carlo540

transverse velocity (σ ~ 1 x 10  m/s)5 axial velocity ~ 1.6 x 10  m/s
5

5

defined as t = 0. Furthermore, we assume the moment of330

positron implantation to be identical to the moment of Ps331

emission. This introduces a systematic uncertainty, since332

it takes some time before Ps actually is emitted into vac-333

uum, depending on the positron implantation energy and334

the channel diameter. This so called permanence time335

can be estimated to be negligible for warm Ps (> few336

hundred meV) and less than 10 ns for the cold fraction337

[Guatieri, F et al., in preparation]. However, compared to338

the long time-of-flight of cold Ps, the permanence time339

loses its importance, especially for the distant analysis340

windows. Therefore, although we synchronized the lasers341

to the prompt annihilation peak occurring at time zero,342

we can set this equal to the moment of Ps emission from343

the target. As a result, the velocity distributions ob-344

tained for distant windows are more trustworthy, albeit345

still underestimating especially the high velocities. In346

addition, the time-spread of the positron bunch (<10 ns347

FWHM) becomes less important at longer time-of-flights,348

too, so again we prefer to use far windows.349

We obtain asymmetrical distributions of intensities350

over di↵erent delays, see Fig. 3. After 100 ns, there is351

no remarkable signal anymore, except for few very slow352

Ps atoms. We find that the distributions shift towards353

later times for windows that are more distant to the Ps354

origin, which is what one would expect. The intensity of355

the peaks goes down (obeying roughly the r

�2-law) as a356

consequence of reduced solid angles for distant windows357

and limited range of the lasers. Since not all windows are358

equally covered by the laser spot profile, one expects de-359

viations from this law. We tested several laser positions360

in the vicinity of the one presented here and were able to361

recover always the same asymmetrical distributions with362

small di↵erences between the windows.363

Figure 3. Positronium intensity vs. lasers delay for three
di↵erent windows (roi 1,2,3). Interpolated eye-guides were
added to better visualize the discrete distributions’ courses.
The time-distributions move towards later times for more dis-
tant windows and at the same time decrease in intensity due
to a reduced solid angle and laser coverage.

Figure 4. Distribution of Ps velocities along the x-axis as
obtained from the timing scan of Fig. 3. The solid lines are
an interpolation between the data-points as eye-guide. The
peak-velocities have been marked with purple spots not only
for the defined analysis windows, but also for many additional
windows with the same extent, sliding in steps of 10 pixel from
the target border towards the trap electrodes.

By using the relation v

x

= x0/tPs

, we can translate the364

Ps time-of-flights into velocities using the distance x0 be-365

tween Ps-origin and analysis windows introduced before.366

The resulting velocity distributions are reported in Fig.367

4. All distances investigated result in a velocity distribu-368

tion peaking between 1⇥ 105 ms�1 and 1.7⇥ 105 ms�1
369

(purple circles), but for more distant windows the peak-370

velocity converges against a maximum value. We at-371

tribute this to the Ps permanence time in the nanochan-372

nels, which makes up a certain part of the measured time373

t

Ps

= t

flight

+ t

perma

. As discussed above, maximiz-374

ing the flight-time minimizes the disturbing e↵ect of that375

permanence time so that the most distant window pro-376

duces the best estimation for the velocity-distribution,377

but the Ps intensity is very low here. A good compro-378

mise is the window at 4.82mm (blue curve in Fig. 4)379

from which we obtain our (reference) velocity distribu-380

tion. It has a most frequent velocity component v
x,max

at381

1.65(5)⇥ 105 ms�1, where the uncertainty denotes only382

the statistical part. The systematic errors of x0 and383

of the laser-delay a↵ect the whole distribution at once,384

which expands the range of for example the peak compo-385

nent by additional 0.63⇥ 105 ms�1 towards higher and386

�0.18⇥ 105 ms�1 towards smaller velocities. The up-387

per limit is mainly determined by the permanence time388

which can only be positive and by the time-spread of the389

positron bunch. The lower limit is given by the calibra-390

tions of laser-delay and of Ps origin. Altogether, this391

leads to the non-symmetric systematic errors.392

We can now set the laser-delay to select a specific393

velocity-component and due to the size of the laser-beam,394

a broader range of velocities around the chosen compo-395

nent is addressed. A final remark with respect to the396

less deeply bound

more deeply bound
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FIG. 4. The experimental curve of the −S parameter (=
[AUV+IR(t ) − Aoff (t )]/Aoff (t )) measured with the empirically deter-
mined optimal 1312.2 nm laser intensity, compared to the reference
−S obtained without the IR laser.

branching efficiency was ηUV
m = 0.297 ± 0.019. This value,

compared to the branching efficiency previously estimated
from the measurement with the UV laser alone with the same
laser delay (ηUV

m = (0.097 ± 0.027) [18]), leads to a 2 3S Ps
enhancement of ×(3.1 ± 1.0), in perfect agreement with the
IR pulse optimization measurement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrated the possi-
bility to efficiently stimulate the 3 3P–2 3S transition of Ps by
employing a pulsed, broadband 1312.2 nm laser. The highest
enhancement efficiency was found by tuning the intensity
of the IR laser pulse inducing the 3 3P–2 3S transition. In
these optimal conditions of our experiment, due to the pulsed
excitation dynamics, the relative enhancement of the 2 3S Ps
atoms production from the excited 3 3P population, with re-
spect to the reference of the spontaneous emission decay, was
measured to be ×(3.1 ± 1.0). This corresponds to a branching
efficiency of 2 3S production from the 3 3P level of up to
∼30%. In any case, the overall 2 3S Ps excitation efficiency
was limited by the present technical restriction in producing
both pulsed laser beams with the correct wavelengths and
energies using a single optical parametric generation stage.
The variation in the temperature set point of the laser gen-
eration crystal, necessary to output the correct 1312.2 nm

wavelength with sufficient energy, induced a UV detuning of
about 410 GHz and a reduction in the amount of excited 3 3P
of ≈58%.

In a future realization of this experiment, the present tech-
nical limitations could be overcome by separating the two UV
and IR laser lines, i.e., having independent nonlinear optical
generation and amplification stages. An advantage of having
the two laser wavelengths independent from each other would
be to retain the full tunability characteristics of our 2 3S source
[18] while conveying ∼30% of what could be excited in 3 3P
to 2 3S. Furthermore, if one accepts sacrificing the mentioned
velocity selection, a further increase up to a factor of 5 of the
overall excitation efficiency could be obtained by enlarging
the UV laser bandwidth to cover efficiently the Ps Doppler
profile. Finally, the first laser spectroscopy of the 3 3P–2 3S
transition would become feasible. A laser system with inde-
pendent UV and IR laser lines is currently in development to
take full advantage of this 1 3S–3 3P–2 3S stimulated excitation
scheme in view of future measurements on a beam 2 3S Ps.
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produced via electrochemical etching and oxidized in air at
100◦ for 2 h [23]. Ps formed in the converter outdiffuses back
into vacuum through the nanochannels with an efficiency up
to 35% losing a fraction of its formation energy by collisions
with the channel walls [24]. A fraction of the emitted cloud
was subsequently conveyed to 2 3S either by the 205 nm UV
beam alone (i.e., through spontaneous decay from 3 3P, as in
[17,18]) or by a combination of the UV and IR laser pulses
(i.e., through stimulated decay from 3 3P). Both beams were
linearly polarized perpendicularly to the target, with a nearly
Gaussian temporal profile with a FWHM of 1.5 ns (UV)
and 4.0 ns (IR), and a nearly Gaussian spectral profile with
bandwidths σ UV ≈ 120 GHz (UV) and σ IR ≈ 440 GHz (IR,
Fig. 1). The energy of the two pulses was (53 ± 5) µJ for the
UV and (405 ± 10) µJ for the IR (at the entrance viewport of
the experimental chamber). The UV spot was nearly Gaussian
with (7.0 ± 0.7) mm FWHM both in the horizontal and ver-
tical directions, while the IR spot was uniform in power and
slightly astigmatic, (12.9 ± 0.5) × (17.2 ± 0.5) mm FWHM
in the horizontal and vertical directions, due to a geometrical
cut of an optical element. Two spurious light backgrounds at
532 and 894 nm (with energies ≈80 and ≈100 µJ, respec-
tively) were found superimposed on the 1312 nm beam with
the same spot size, caused by the nonideality of the dichroic
mirrors used to separate the beams. Photoionization of 2 3S
or 3 3P due to these backgrounds was negligible due to their
low intensities and the small photoionization cross sections
(10−16–10−17 cm2). As the presence of an electric field would
have shortened considerably the optical lifetime of 2 3S Ps
[18], a fast HV switch with a rise time <15 ns was used to
disable the guiding electric field of the focusing electrode [see
Fig. 2(a)] ∼5 ns after e+ implantation [18], such that the field
was negligible when the excitation lasers were shot (∼20 ns
after e+ implantation).

The time distribution of the annihilation γ rays due to the
implanted e+ and decaying or annihilating Ps was measured
with a 20 × 25 mm lead tungstate (PbWO4) scintillator [25]
coupled to a Hamamatsu R11265-100 photomultiplier tube
(PMT), placed 40 mm above the Ps converter. The signal from
the PMT was 50%-50% split and digitized using two channels
of a HD4096 Teledyne LeCroy 2.5 GS/s oscilloscope set
at high (100 mV/div) and low (1 mV/div) gains to further
extend the linear dynamic range of the digitizer. The data of
the two channels were joined to form the so-called single-shot
positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (SSPALS) spectra
[26], whose average is proportional to the amount of Ps/e+

annihilating per unit time. The total lifetime of 2 3S Ps in
the absence of an electric field (1142 ns) is longer than that
of 1 3S (142 ns) and of all other populated sublevels in the
n = 1–3 manifolds. Thus, an increase in the delayed anni-
hilations (either due to in-flight or to pick-off annihilations
as the Ps atoms hit the chamber walls) for t ≫ 142 ns (t
being the time elapsed from e+ implantation) can be directly
related to the amount of 2 3S Ps (as in [18]). Relative time-
dependent variations between two SSPALS spectra families
with different laser configurations were quantified using the
parameter S(t ) = [A1(t ) − A2(t )]/A1(t ), where A1(t ), A2(t )
are the (averaged) integrated areas below single SSPALS shots
of the two families in a selected time window centered in t . In
this definition, A1(t ) has the role of the reference area. An

FIG. 2. (a) Distributions of Ps impact positions, shown super-
imposed upon the 3D drawing of the chamber walls, for the T1 =
175.6◦ (blue circles) and T2 = 172.4◦ (red circles) set points, em-
phasizing the different Doppler selection in the two detuning con-
ditions. (b) Measurement of the annihilation time distributions of
spontaneously decaying 2 3S Ps atoms from the 3 3P level without
stimulated transition to 2 3S for the two temperature set points. The
graph shows the curve −S(t ) = [AUV(t ) − Aoff (t )]/Aoff (t ) (see the
text). Each time distribution has been fitted with the Monte Carlo
model discussed in the text (solid lines).

alternating measurement scheme between the two families
was used to minimize the effect of time drifts of the exper-
imental conditions. Contributions of eventual residual long-
time drifts in the S calculation were further reduced by nor-
malizing the shots in each family to a second-order polyno-
mial fit of their value versus time (detrending technique; see
[17], the Appendix).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, a set of reference spontaneous 2 3S Ps production
measurements was acquired on the detuned OPG set point (T2)
to measure the S(t ) = [Aoff (t ) − AUV(t )]/Aoff (t ) parameter in
the absence of stimulated emission in the conditions selected
for the following experiments. The measured S(t ) curve was
compared to one acquired at the on-resonance set point (T1)
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Among the many precision experiments, the most accurate
were recently conducted using two-photon Doppler-free laser
spectroscopy of the 1 3S–2 3S transition [3]. The 2 3S level
has an extended lifetime of 1142 ns in vacuum. This is due
to its optical metastability: single-photon radiative decays to
1 3S are prohibited by the electric dipole selection rules, and
the reduced overlap between the positron and the electron
wave functions increases its annihilation lifetime by a factor
of 8 [4]. On top of its high-precision spectroscopy applica-
tions, 2 3S Ps is one of the few notable candidate systems
being considered for measuring the gravitational interaction
between matter and antimatter [5], together with Ps in long-
lived Rydberg states [6,7], antihydrogen [8–10], and muonium
[11]. Moreover, as pointed out in [12], the metastable 2 3S
Ps is scarcely sensitive to stray electric fields and is a good
candidate for atom interferometry, provided that a beam with
sufficiently low divergence and high intensity is demonstrated
[5]. Furthermore, an intense source of polarized 2 3S atoms has
been recently shown to be of extreme usefulness to achieve
Bose-Einstein condensation of Ps [13].

2 3S Ps sources have been demonstrated via rf transition
from laser-excited 2 3P Ps in a weak magnetic field [14], via
two-photon Doppler-free 1 3S–2 3S laser excitation [15,16] and
more recently via single-photon excitation of 1 3S to 2 3P in
a rapidly switching electric field [12] and via single-photon
excitation of 1 3S to 3 3P with radiative decay to 2 3S in an
electric field [17] and in the absence of an electric field [18].
This last method in particular showed that it is possible to
build an almost monochromatic 2 3S Ps source with a selected
and tunable velocity distribution in the 104 ms−1 range, with
an overall efficiency between 0.7% and 1.4% according to the
selected velocity [18].

In the present work, following this experimental line, we
investigate the possibility of stimulating the 3 3P–2 3S transi-
tion to increase the overall 2 3S production efficiency. Indeed,
laser-excited 3 3P Ps can spontaneously decay radiatively to
2 3S via the dipole-allowed 3 3P–2 3S transition (rate A23 =
1.1 × 107 s−1) with ∼10% measured branching efficiency
[17,18], limited by the competition with the more efficient
spontaneous decay channel 3 3P–1 3S (A13 = 8.4 × 107 s−1).
Here we demonstrate that it is possible to increase the 3 3P–
2 3S transition rate, and thus the branching efficiency of the
2 3S decay, through stimulated emission.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A straightforward way to stimulate the 3 3P–2 3S transition
consists in introducing a synchronized broadband IR laser
pulse at 1312.2 nm [5] on top of the pulsed UV laser at
∼205 nm used for 1 3S–3 3P excitation [19]. In the present
experiment, a 1312.2 nm laser pulse has been obtained from
the same optical setup producing the UV beam, which is
described in [20,21]. In this setup, a sequence of nonlinear
optical conversion processes are used to generate the 205 nm
wavelength, and in particular an optical parametric generation
(OPG) crystal yields as a byproduct a broadband, amplified
idler beam at 1314 nm. Both 205 and 1314 nm wavelengths
could be tuned by varying the temperature set point of the
OPG crystal around its nominal working point of T1 = 175.6◦

(Fig. 1). This temperature value, chosen for the UV wave-

FIG. 1. Laser spectra (arbitrary units) measured in the two
OPG temperature set points optimized for stimulating the 1 3S–3 3P–
2 3S transition (white squares, 172.4◦) and for the highest 1 3S–3 3P
excitation efficiency (black circles, 175.6◦). The dotted lines mark
the transition resonances. Inset: measured laser detuning from the
theoretical resonance frequency as a function of the OPG crystal
temperature for the 1 3S–3 3P 205 nm laser (blue band) and the 3 3P–
2 3S 1312 nm laser (red band), respectively, compared to the reference
Ps Doppler distribution as measured in [19] (gray band).

length to fall on the 1 3S–3 3P resonance (λ3 = 205.045 nm),
is ineffective for a stimulated emission experiment as the
bandwidth of the IR does not get to cover the 1312.2 nm
wavelength with sufficient optical power to efficiently stim-
ulate the 3 3P–2 3S transition. Hence, a different set point
T2 = 172.4◦ was selected to gain enough power at 1312.2
nm, while maintaining an acceptable detuning δν3 of the UV
beam from the 1 3S–3 3P resonance frequency, to minimize the
unavoidable reduction in excitation efficiency. The set-point
setting accuracy was limited to 0.5◦ by the TC200 temperature
controller. At T2, the induced 1 3S–3 3P detuning was δν3 ≈
410 GHz, corresponding to 205.103 nm and 0.9σ of the
Doppler distribution of our Ps source (σν ≈470 GHz [19]). A
reduction in the 1 3S–3 3P excitation efficiency of about ∼50%
was expected [19], due to the Doppler selection of a Ps atoms
distribution with λ3δν3 ≈ 0.85 × 105 ms−1 average velocity
in the direction parallel to the laser beam.

A direct way to observe an enhancement in the 2 3S signal
due to the action of the stimulating laser is to compare the
Ps annihilation time distribution with the UV laser only to
that measured with both UV and IR pulses. The experimental
methodology was the same as that used in previous works
[17–19]. Bursts of 107 e+, 7 ns in time length [22], were
guided by a 25 mT magnetic field, focused by an electric field
of about 300 V cm−1 and implanted at 3.3 keV in a circular
spot of ∼3 mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM) into
a e+/Ps converter held at room temperature. The converter
is constituted by a Si(111) p-type crystal with nanochannels
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  laser-cooling of Ps
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cosmic background and continuous annihilations, which361

have a constant rate, these time-dependent counts repre-362

sent the only relevant background in our measurement.363

We interpreted them as annihilations of p̄ following the364

desorption of gas from the cryogenic walls hit by the laser365

(see Sec. IV.6): note that the laser - pulsed with 10 Hz366

frequency - is repeatedly fired into the vacuum chamber367

in a time window starting several seconds before the e+368

injection on the target.369

Referring to the sample lp̄, in the signal (S) and in the370

control (C) region, we can write the measured number of371

counts nS
lp̄ and nC

lp̄ as372

nS
lp̄ =

�
nµ + ntrap + ngas

�S
lp̄

(2a)

nC
lp̄ =

�
nµ + ntrap

�C
lp̄

(2b)

where nµ and ntrap are the number of counts due to373

cosmic rays (muons) and to p̄ annihilation in the trap not374

related to the presence of the laser, while finally, ngas is375

the number of counts due to p̄ annihilation on the laser376

induced desorbed gas.377

Considering (see section IV.6) that ngas is proportional378

to the number Nlp̄ of trapped p̄ through a factor that we379

can call ✏ (ngas = ✏Nlp̄), this factor can be determined380

using the relations in Eq. 2 taking also into account that381

nµ and ntrap are proportional to the duration of the time382

interval during which they are evaluated:383

✏ =
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Nlp̄

✓
nS
lp̄ � nC

lp̄

�TS

�TC
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(3)

A relation similar to Eq. 2 can be written for the sam-384

ple lp̄e+ including the presence of the H̄ signal. We call385

nH̄ the number of counts due to H̄ and Nlp̄e+ the total386

number of p̄ in the data set lp̄e+.387

nS
lp̄e+ =

�
nµ + ntrap + ngas

�S
lp̄e+

+ nH̄ (4a)

nC
lp̄e+ =

�
nµ + ntrap

�C
lp̄e+

(4b)

388

Recalling that ngas is proportional to Nlp̄e+ , and using389

the expression of ✏ obtained in Eq. 3, we can thus esti-390

mate the number of counts nS
exp we would expect in the391

S region in absence of H̄ production in the sample lp̄e+392

to be:393

nS
exp =
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The total number of interacting antiprotons in the lp̄394

sample, as calculated using the procedure explained in395

section IV.5, is higher than in the lp̄e+ data set (Nlp̄e+396

= 1.08 · 109, Nlp̄ = 1.58 · 109). Table I summarizes the397

relevant number of counts in the S and C regions of the398

three data samples.399

In order to quantify the evidence of H̄ formation, we400

consider as null hypothesis the absence of H̄ signal (nH̄ =401
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FIG. 4. Time distribution of ESDA pulses. We show the dis-
tributions of the coincident pulses with mean amplitude above
250 mV, detected after 1 µs from the laser firing time for the
three samples of data: lp̄e+, p̄e+, lp̄. Note that the number
of p̄ and H̄cycle are di↵erent in the three samples and that the
number of counts due to cosmic rays scales linearly with the
number of H̄cycle, while the counts due to annihilations are
proportional to the total number of antiprotons.

0) in the sample lp̄e+. If the null hypothesis is true,402

then we expect nS
exp counts in the S region of the sample403

lp̄e+ due to the cosmic background, p̄ losses measured404

in the C region and rescaled to the S region plus the405

additional p̄ losses due to the laser desorbed gas. In406

other words nS
exp would be statistically compatible with407

nS
lp̄e+ . The measured number of counts in a S region 25408
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FIG. 4. Time distribution of ESDA pulses. We show the dis-
tributions of the coincident pulses with mean amplitude above
250 mV, detected after 1 µs from the laser firing time for the
three samples of data: lp̄e+, p̄e+, lp̄. Note that the number
of p̄ and H̄cycle are di↵erent in the three samples and that the
number of counts due to cosmic rays scales linearly with the
number of H̄cycle, while the counts due to annihilations are
proportional to the total number of antiprotons.
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FIG. 4. Time distribution of ESDA pulses. We show the dis-
tributions of the coincident pulses with mean amplitude above
250 mV, detected after 1 µs from the laser firing time for the
three samples of data: lp̄e+, p̄e+, lp̄. Note that the number
of p̄ and H̄cycle are di↵erent in the three samples and that the
number of counts due to cosmic rays scales linearly with the
number of H̄cycle, while the counts due to annihilations are
proportional to the total number of antiprotons.
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antiprotonic Rydberg atoms (with p instead of e-)
_

•

•

nuclear physics (trapped cold radio-isotopic HCI’s)

precision spectroscopy of Rydberg states (CPT)→

→

  antiprotonic Rydberg atoms:

ingredients for gravity w/ H

main experimental results obtained during AEgIS phase 1

Ps excitation to Rydberg levels in strong magnetic fields

validation of the inertial sensing methodology with p→

→

First pulsed antihydrogen production→

_

• AEgIS phase 2: #(H)x103; pulsed beam; interferometry
_
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  antiprotonic Rydberg atoms:
atomic physics processes (Rydberg states, cascades, binding energies, lifetimes)

nuclear physics processes: 
• the deeply bound states' energy levels and lifetimes are affected by strong-
interaction effects, which in turn provide the opportunity to study nuclear 
forces at large distances ("nuclear stratosphere")
• nuclear fragments from annihilation: highly charged, trappable

Atomp
_

e-
p

N

_

e-

established formation process: inject anti-
protons into solid/gaseous target material

proposed formation method: trapped anion together
with antiprotons, photo-detachment of electron,  
excitation into a Rydberg state, lifetime O(ms), 
possibly even trappable. Temperature  pX(+)* ~ 10 K
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  AEgIS : an improved pp* (and pd*) production method
5

FIG. 3. (color online) a) Level scheme of the relevant states
of H� and H at 5 T. The continuum of H is marked in gray
with the possible ionizations from the excited states. The
ml, ms states and �E are labeled and the binding energy
(BE) of H�. The three lasers are shown with the 121 nm
and 366 nm laser driving �� and �+ transitions, respectively.
The solid lines represent the addressed states. b) Excita-
tion e�ciency ⌘L versus 366 nm laser parameters for a beam
waist of wL = 1 mm and Gaussian intensity pulse shapes
Ii = Ii,max exp(�4 ln 2(t � Ti)

2/⌧2
i ) for i = 1064, 121, 366

with peak intensity Ii,max, FWHM intensity pulse duration
⌧i and pulse delay Ti with respect to the 121 nm; I1064,max =
2.5 MW/cm2, I121,max = 755 W/cm2, ⌧1064 = ⌧366 = 10 ns,
⌧121 = 16 ns and T1064 = �20 ns. c) Lasers intensities ver-
sus time for I366,max = 0.12 MW/cm2 and T366 = �5 ns. d)
Populations of the bound electronic levels and of dissociated
H from eq. 3 versus time with an insert showing the H(30d)
state resulting in ⌘L = 0.163 at 100 ns.

atomic populations given by:

ṄH� = ��pd NH� ,

Ṅ1s = A2p N2p + �pd NH� � �1s2p (N1s �N2p),

Ṅ2p = �A2p N2p + �1s2p (N1s �N2p)

��2p30d (N2p �N30d)� �pi,2p N2p,

Ṅ30d = �A30d N30d + �2p30d (N2p �N30d)� �pi,30d N30d,

Ṅpi = �pi,2p N2p + �pi,30d N30d. (3)

Here A2p = 6.3⇥108 s�1 and A30d = 2.6⇥105 s�1 are the
Einstein A coe�cients from the H(2p) and the H(30d)
state, respectively, and �pd is the photodetachment rate
of H�. Because the decay of H(30d) populates a lot of
levels with a negligible probability of reaching H(2p)
within the considered time, we neglected this part. �1s2p

is the 121 nm laser excitation rate for the four tran-
sitions H(1s)|ml = 0,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i !H(2p)
|ml = �1,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i and �2p30d

is the 366 nm laser excitation rate for
H(2p)|ml = �1,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i !
H(30d)|ml = 0,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i, because we
have used circular polarized light. Npi is the population
lost due to photoionized H. ⌘L is then defined as the
population transfer e�ciency from H� to H(30d) by
⌘L = N30d/NH� at t = 100 ns. This parameter is
maximized scanning over the laser intensities and pulse
delays, see Fig. 3 b). Figure 3 c) shows the result, where
the time depending populations of the states are plotted
in Fig. 3 d). Here we find that ⇠ 16% of the H� are
excited to H(30d) mainly limited by the Lyman-alpha
laser power and width.

B. Pn limitations from crossed fields in Penning
traps

The precedent discussion deals (especially the Pn cross
section formation and Pn radiative lifetime and annihi-
lation) with Pn in |nlmi state. Unfortunately the Pn
is formed in a complex electric and magnetic field envi-
ronment. Indeed, formed Pn will be exposed to the trap-
ping magnetic field but also to several electric fields: time
constant electric fields (due to the trapping potential in
axial Eax and radial Erad direction) but also time vary-
ing electric fields (from stochastic Coulomb collision with
p, p̄, e�,H�,H⇤ as Ecol) and a motional field Em = v⇥B.
It is beyond the scope of this article to study in detail the
e↵ect of the external fields and we will simply give sim-
ple argument in order to estimate the modification of its
internal states and especially concerning its annihilation.
The Hamiltonian for Pn in E and B fields is expressed as
H = H0 +HZeeman +HDiamagnetic +HStark and is dis-
cussed in the appendix V (the formulas are also valid for
H and Ps because of the reduced mass). Neglecting sec-
ond order magnetic interactions (HDiamagnetic = 0), Pn
has no first order Zeeman e↵ect (HZeeman = 0) and the
Hamiltonian eigenstates are thus the Stark eigenstates
(assuming a quantization axis along the electric field):
|nkmi =

P
l |nlmiClm

n�1
2

m+k
2 ,n�1

2
m�k

2

where Cjm
j1m1,j2m2

is

the standard Clebsch-Gordan coe�cient producing, up

to the first order a level shift of �E
(1)
St = 3

2nkm Ē (see
eq. 7) [51]. This formula can be use to estimate the
annihilation lifetime of the Stark states because of the
s or p annihilation rate ⌫a(ns) = 5.3 ⇥ 1018n�3 s�1,
⌫a(np) = 4.3⇥ 1014n�3 s�1 [4]. Rates from higher values
of lPn ones such as the ⌫a(nd) ⇡ 1010n�3 s�1 are negligi-

ble (rate varies about as n�3(R⇤/a
(Pn)
0 )2l [52].) In a very

rough estimation we can assume that the Clebsch-Gordan
coe�cient is on the order of 1/n and that the Stark eigen-
states contains more or less all l � m quantum numbers
and thus that the annihilation rate for a Stark eigenstate
with m = 0 is roughly given by ⇠ ⌫a(ns)n�1 and for
a m = 1 state by ⇠ ⌫a(np)n�1 whereas for m = ±2
the radiative transition rate into p-states is larger than
the d-state annihilation rate (see Fig. 2 e). The first net

_ _

• co-trap H  (or D ) and p
   in a Penning trap & e cool them

__

• photo-ionize H

• laser-excite H → H*(30)

• charge-exchange reaction:
  H*(30) + p → pp(n) + e

_ _

_

_

_
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FIG. 2. a) Formation cross section to produce Pn from p̄ with
H(n=1) using the Langevin cross section and with H(n=2)
and H(n=30) using eq. 1 versus the collision energy. The
red dots show the findings for H(n=2) from [30] and the or-
ange curve the fit using the values c1 = 6.3 ⇥ 10�4 a.u. and
c2 = 6.9 a.u. The plot includes the ionization thresholds
(right axis) and probability distribution function (PDF) for
a Maxwellian at 100 K (left axis). b) Radiative lifetime of
100  nPn  1200 for di↵erent lPn states including black
body radiation at 10 K. c) nPn distribution resulting from p̄
capture by either H(n=20) with hnPni = 735, H(n=30) with
hnPni = 1288 or H(n=40) with hnPni = 1825 integrated over
collision energies for 100 K using fit parameters in [23]. d) lPn

distribution corresponding to Pn formation from H(n=30). e)
For initial Pn(n=300) and di↵erent lPn, with all mPn statis-
tically populated, the time before annihilation occurs is cal-
culated in a field free environment. Similar, f) shows the
annihilation time for initial Pn(n=1000) and di↵erent lPn for
a perturbation electric field of Ep =1 V/cm using ⌫St,x from
eq. 4.

A. H� excitation to Rydberg H

To create Rydberg H from ground state H� and to
calculate a value for ⌘L, several laser excitation paths
are possible [44], where we concentrate on a scheme us-
ing single photon excitations and a Lyman-alpha laser.
First a pulse laser at 1064 nm photodetaches H� from
the ground state to the H(1s) state, overcoming the bind-
ing energy of BE=0.7542 eV [45]. The photodetachment
cross sections is given by �1064 = 4⇥10�17 m2 [46]. Sub-
sequently, a laser at 121 nm excites the atoms to the
H(2p) state, from where, a third laser at 366 nm ad-
dresses the H(2p)!H(30d) transition.

Figure 3 a) sketches the relevant levels of H and H�

in the Paschen-Back regime at B=5 T showing the
uncoupled basis |n, l, s,ml,msi for each state, where
the level splitting is �E = µBB(ml + 2ms). Thus
for ml = �l, .., 0, .., l and ms = ±1/2 the splitting
caused by a change of �ml = ±1 or �ms = ±1/2 is
�E =11.2 GHz. For the 121 nm we will use specifica-
tions that have been achieved in [47] of a laser energy of
190 nJ at a pulse duration of 16 ns, which results in a
linewidth of �⌫L ⇡ 27 MHz. For the other two lasers
we will fix the pulse duration to typical 10 ns giving
linewidths of ⇡ 44 MHz. The H transitions get Doppler
broadened at the plasma temperature, which gives at
Tp=100 K a transition FWHM of �⌫D,121 = 17.9 GHz
and �⌫D,366 = 5.9 GHz. Because this broadening is
larger than the hyperfine splittings between mi = ±1/2
states of �EHF = 1.3 GHz for the H(1s) and of 55 MHz
for the H(2p), all mi hyperfine substates are addressed.

Additionally the influence of crossed E and B fields on
H have to be considered, which Hamiltonian is discussed
in the appendix V. For this case of E ? B, the energy
spectra of H have been experimentally studied in [48] and
theoretically in [49, 50]. In first order perturbation of the
fields the level shift is then �E(1) = ml(

1
2 B̄ + 3

2nĒ) (see
eq. 7). For H(2p) in ml = �1 the radial trapping field of
typically up to 104 V/m (see sec. II B) thus causes a level
shift of ⇠0.5 MHz, which is smaller than the contribution
from the magnetic field and can be neglected compared
to the Doppler line broadening for plasma temperatures
>1 K.

From this we see that after the 1064 nm addresses the
three H� states separated by 22.4 GHz with approxi-
mately the same cross section, all four mi H(1s) hyper-
fine states get populated. Then, due to Doppler broad-
ening at 100 K the 121 nm laser addresses all H(1s) sub-
states. To find the overall transfer e�ciency, we can cal-
culate the cross sections and the excitation and photoion-
ization rates using standard expressions for the radial
wavefunctions of H and their overlaps for bound-bound
and bound-continuum transitions (see appendix V). The
excitation rates include the Doppler broadening at the
plasma temperature. Both the 121 nm and 366 nm laser
can cause photoionization from the excited states. The
photoionization rates for the 121 nm laser from H(2p),
�pi,2p, is calculated from the sum of the rates coupling
to the l = 0 and l = 2 continuum states. Similarly, the
photoionization rate from H(30d) caused by the 121 nm
and the 366 nm laser as �pi,30d constitute of the sums
of the individual photoionization rates that couple to the
continuum states with l = 1 and l = 3. The e↵ect of
the laser interaction with the H� and H atom can then
be semiclassically described as solutions to a set of Ein-
stein rate equations for the time dynamics of the involved

5

FIG. 3. (color online) a) Level scheme of the relevant states
of H� and H at 5 T. The continuum of H is marked in gray
with the possible ionizations from the excited states. The
ml, ms states and �E are labeled and the binding energy
(BE) of H�. The three lasers are shown with the 121 nm
and 366 nm laser driving �� and �+ transitions, respectively.
The solid lines represent the addressed states. b) Excita-
tion e�ciency ⌘L versus 366 nm laser parameters for a beam
waist of wL = 1 mm and Gaussian intensity pulse shapes
Ii = Ii,max exp(�4 ln 2(t � Ti)

2/⌧2
i ) for i = 1064, 121, 366

with peak intensity Ii,max, FWHM intensity pulse duration
⌧i and pulse delay Ti with respect to the 121 nm; I1064,max =
2.5 MW/cm2, I121,max = 755 W/cm2, ⌧1064 = ⌧366 = 10 ns,
⌧121 = 16 ns and T1064 = �20 ns. c) Lasers intensities ver-
sus time for I366,max = 0.12 MW/cm2 and T366 = �5 ns. d)
Populations of the bound electronic levels and of dissociated
H from eq. 3 versus time with an insert showing the H(30d)
state resulting in ⌘L = 0.163 at 100 ns.

atomic populations given by:

ṄH� = ��pd NH� ,

Ṅ1s = A2p N2p + �pd NH� � �1s2p (N1s �N2p),

Ṅ2p = �A2p N2p + �1s2p (N1s �N2p)

��2p30d (N2p �N30d)� �pi,2p N2p,

Ṅ30d = �A30d N30d + �2p30d (N2p �N30d)� �pi,30d N30d,

Ṅpi = �pi,2p N2p + �pi,30d N30d. (3)

Here A2p = 6.3⇥108 s�1 and A30d = 2.6⇥105 s�1 are the
Einstein A coe�cients from the H(2p) and the H(30d)
state, respectively, and �pd is the photodetachment rate
of H�. Because the decay of H(30d) populates a lot of
levels with a negligible probability of reaching H(2p)
within the considered time, we neglected this part. �1s2p

is the 121 nm laser excitation rate for the four tran-
sitions H(1s)|ml = 0,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i !H(2p)
|ml = �1,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i and �2p30d

is the 366 nm laser excitation rate for
H(2p)|ml = �1,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i !
H(30d)|ml = 0,ms = ±1/2,mi = ±1/2i, because we
have used circular polarized light. Npi is the population
lost due to photoionized H. ⌘L is then defined as the
population transfer e�ciency from H� to H(30d) by
⌘L = N30d/NH� at t = 100 ns. This parameter is
maximized scanning over the laser intensities and pulse
delays, see Fig. 3 b). Figure 3 c) shows the result, where
the time depending populations of the states are plotted
in Fig. 3 d). Here we find that ⇠ 16% of the H� are
excited to H(30d) mainly limited by the Lyman-alpha
laser power and width.

B. Pn limitations from crossed fields in Penning
traps

The precedent discussion deals (especially the Pn cross
section formation and Pn radiative lifetime and annihi-
lation) with Pn in |nlmi state. Unfortunately the Pn
is formed in a complex electric and magnetic field envi-
ronment. Indeed, formed Pn will be exposed to the trap-
ping magnetic field but also to several electric fields: time
constant electric fields (due to the trapping potential in
axial Eax and radial Erad direction) but also time vary-
ing electric fields (from stochastic Coulomb collision with
p, p̄, e�,H�,H⇤ as Ecol) and a motional field Em = v⇥B.
It is beyond the scope of this article to study in detail the
e↵ect of the external fields and we will simply give sim-
ple argument in order to estimate the modification of its
internal states and especially concerning its annihilation.
The Hamiltonian for Pn in E and B fields is expressed as
H = H0 +HZeeman +HDiamagnetic +HStark and is dis-
cussed in the appendix V (the formulas are also valid for
H and Ps because of the reduced mass). Neglecting sec-
ond order magnetic interactions (HDiamagnetic = 0), Pn
has no first order Zeeman e↵ect (HZeeman = 0) and the
Hamiltonian eigenstates are thus the Stark eigenstates
(assuming a quantization axis along the electric field):
|nkmi =

P
l |nlmiClm

n�1
2

m+k
2 ,n�1

2
m�k

2

where Cjm
j1m1,j2m2

is

the standard Clebsch-Gordan coe�cient producing, up

to the first order a level shift of �E
(1)
St = 3

2nkm Ē (see
eq. 7) [51]. This formula can be use to estimate the
annihilation lifetime of the Stark states because of the
s or p annihilation rate ⌫a(ns) = 5.3 ⇥ 1018n�3 s�1,
⌫a(np) = 4.3⇥ 1014n�3 s�1 [4]. Rates from higher values
of lPn ones such as the ⌫a(nd) ⇡ 1010n�3 s�1 are negligi-

ble (rate varies about as n�3(R⇤/a
(Pn)
0 )2l [52].) In a very

rough estimation we can assume that the Clebsch-Gordan
coe�cient is on the order of 1/n and that the Stark eigen-
states contains more or less all l � m quantum numbers
and thus that the annihilation rate for a Stark eigenstate
with m = 0 is roughly given by ⇠ ⌫a(ns)n�1 and for
a m = 1 state by ⇠ ⌫a(np)n�1 whereas for m = ±2
the radiative transition rate into p-states is larger than
the d-state annihilation rate (see Fig. 2 e). The first net

• detect fluorescence & annihilation (π± , π0)

(n~2000)

S. Gerber, D. Comparat, M.Doser, Phys. Rev. A 100, 063418 (2019)

_

2γ

H 30d>|

H 2p>|

H 1s>|

H 1s>|
_

_
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• co-trap Rb  and p in a Penning
   trap (use stable        )

_

• photo-ionize Rb

• laser-excite Rb → Rb*(30)

• charge-exchange reaction:
  Rb*(30) + p → pRb(n) + e

_ _

_

_

_

(n~2000)

  

Antiprotonic atoms – anninihaltion

p ends its life in the atom annihilating with a peripheral nucleon (p or n)

π

π
p

p
_

π

n

• Auger-stripping, then peripheral annihilation

• trap nuclear remnant (e.g.           ), 
  sympathetically cool to μK (e.g. Ca+)

2γ

Rb

Rb37+37
83

  AEgIS : a novel radioisotope production method
_

37
85

(using Rb as an example starting point)

→ Penning trap mass spectrometry

G. Kornakov, G. Cerchiari et al., subm. Phys. Rev. C
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  AEgIS : a novel radioisotope production method
_
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G. Kornakov, G. Cerchiari et al., subm. Phys. Rev. C
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 charge-exchange reaction 2:
 (pRb)* +         →(p       )    * + Rb+

(           )*

 charge-exchange reaction 1:
 Ps* +         →           * + eRb37+

Rb36+37
83

+ _

  AEgIS : a novel hollow atom(ic ion)
_

• in nearby Penning trap, 
  produce Ps* (or pRb* again)

_

Rb37+37
83

Rb p+37
85

_

Ps*

Rb37+37
83 Rb 36+37

83

_

Rydberg ionic atom (electronic or antiprotonic) 
of a radio-isotopic HCI→

37
83

Rb37+37
83

p
_

→
Atomic spectroscopy of trapped ionic systems
is very sensitive to exotic interactions,
benefits from long lifetime of Rydberg atom

1 2
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thank you for your attention!

Summary:

Charge exchange processes between Rydberg systems and single
charged particles provide controlled access to unique exotic systems,
with which fundamental symmetries, nuclear physics and possible 
novel interactions can be explored.

Pulsed formation of H* and Ps* now well under control; work on 
increased production rates, beam formation and interferometry has 
started.

_
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THE END
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_

  AEgIS : measts with pulsed-formed p-Rydberg atoms
__

Moriond Gravitation 202231-Jan-22

A closer look to the new experimental scheme

AEgIS-2

The way to a higher production cross-section
• Motional Stark effect is cancelled at first order
• Rydberg levels as high as n = 35 are reachable
• No azimuthal asymmetry in the antiproton trap
• Bigger electrodes with smaller imperfections

Caveat: some heat transferred to the pbar plasma 
from the passage of the positron burst (small)

Limit from motional Stark ionization

AEgIS-1 Ps* distribution

AEgIS-2 target Ps* distribution [1]

𝝈 ∝ 𝒏𝑷𝒔𝟒

[1] S. Mariazzi et al., J. Phys. B (2021) 085004

formation w/ p at rest
Cs        pCs* into 4π
 H           pp* into 4π

passing these neutral beams of antiprotonic atoms through gratings 
(optical gratings required for Rydberg atoms) may allow testing the 
WEP for a range of matter - antimatter systems (purely antimatter, 
purely leptonic, purely baryonic, ...)

_
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Upgrade of AEgIS to AEgIS-2

Moriond Gravitation 202231-Jan-22

Entering AEgIS Phase 2

Take-home messages from the AEgIS Phase 1
• The antihydrogen source intensity must be increased by 2 orders of magnitude 
• The temperature of the produced atoms must be reduced by 1 order of magnitude
• The first gravitational measurement has to be designed to use Rydberg antihydrogens
• The free-fall should take place in the most homogeneous volume of the AEgIS magnet

New AEgIS Phase 2 configuration
• Positronium conversion target on-axis
• Laser excitation in a Doppler-free scheme
• Positrons passing through resting antiprotons

Main goal of AEgIS Phase 2: a first proof-of-concept inertial measurement with pulsed antihydrogen
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Ps test setup 
used for measurements with Ps (excitation etc.) 

-Accumulator for e+ 
-Magnetic transfer line for e+ 
-Superconducting magnetic fields  (5T, 1T) 
-Cryogenic traps (105 electrodes) 
-antiH detector (scintillating fibers)  
-External plastic scintillators  
-Internal  (MCP+phosphor screen & Faraday cups 

in cryogenic UHV)  
-lasers  
-Additional detectors 
-POSITRON MEASUREMENT setup

AEgIS Apparatus

Upgrade of AEgIS to AEgIS-2

1 T magnet 5 T magnet e+ transfer

Ps expts accumulator e+ trap 22Na
production

E.#Widmann

SETUP

10

13

Positron 
source

Positron trap

Positron accumulator

Positron transfer line

Chamber for Ps 
experiments

5T trap

1T trap

Antiproton line

Development of nuclear emulsions with 1 Pm spatial  
resolution for the AEgIS experiment 

M. Kimura on behalf of the AEgIS collaboration. 
Albert Einstein Center for Fundamental Physics, Laboratory for High Energy Physics, University of Bern 

Contact e-mail: mitsuhiro.kimura@lhep.unibe.ch  

The goal of the AEgIS experiment (CERN AD6) is to test the Weak 
Equivalence Principle (WEP) using antihydrogen       . The gravitational sag 
of a    beam will be measured with a precision of 1% on 'g/g by means of  
a moiré deflectometer and a position sensitive annihilation detector. The 
required position resolution should be a few Pm to achieve the 1% goal. 

 The AEgIS experiment  

Nuclear emulsions are photographic film with extremely high spatial 
resolution, better than 1 Pm. In recent experiments such as OPERA, large 
area nuclear emulsions were used thanks to the impressive developments 
in automated scanning systems. For AEgIS, we developed nuclear 
emulsions which can be used in ordinary vacuum (OVC, 10-5~ -7 mbar). 
This opens new applications in antimatter physics research. 

Nuclear emulsions  

Experiments with emulsions under 
high vacuum have not been 
performed so far. We therefore tested 
their behavior in respect to such 
conditions. Water loss in the gelatine 
can produce cracks in the emulsion 
layer compromising the mechanical 
stability (Pm level needed). Therefore 
we developed glycerine treatment to 
avoid this effect. Glycerine can 
efficiently prevent the elasticity loss 
in the emulsion (see fig. 3). 

 Emulsion in high vacuum 

Emulsion properties after glycerine treatment 

  Since the glycerine treatment changed the composition of the emulsion 
layer, we investigated : 
• The detection efficiency per AgBr crystal with 6 GeV/c pions 
• The background in terms of the fog density 
  (the number of noise grains per 103 Pm3) 

Fig. 3. Emulsion films after 3.5 days in the 
vacuum chamber without glycerine 
treatment (A) and with treatment (B).  

Fig. 4. Left: Crystal sensitivity vs. 
glycerine concentration.  
Right:  Fog density vs. glycerine 
content for films kept in vacuum 
for 3.5 days (square), compared 
to atmospheric pressure(dots). 

Fig.1 Left: Schematic view of the AEgIS detectors. Right: 'g/g vs. number of  
particles for a position sensitive detector resolution of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  

Fig. 2. Left: AgBr crystals in emulsion 
layers observed by SEM.  
Right: A minimum ionizing track (MIP) of 
a 10 GeV/c  pion� 

We performed exposures with stopping antiprotons in June and December, 
2012.  The emulsion detector consisted of sandwiches each made out with 
10 films on five double sided plastic substrates (68 x 68 x 0.3 mm3) .  

  Exposure of nuclear emulsions to stopping antiprotons 

The 3D tracking and annihilation vertex reconstruction were performed at 
the University of Bern. Annihilation stars were observed together with 
tracks from nuclear fragments, protons, and pions. From the measured 
impact parameters a spatial resolution of ~1 Pm on the vertical position of 
the annihilation vertex can be achieved. 

Fig. 5. Left: Schematic view of  the  
detector setup. 
Upper right: Emulsion holder. 
Lower right: Emulsion detector attached to 
the vacuum flange by a crossed bar frame.  

Fig.6. Left: A typical antiproton annihilation vertex in the emulsion layer.  
Middle: Definition of the impact parameter.  
Right: Impact parameter resolution with a window of 20 Pm stainless steel (SUS). 

We irradiated emulsion films with antiprotons passing through a small 
moiré deflectometer. The simulation below shows as an example the 
expected interference pattern at the emulsion layer, generated by a pair of 
gratings (12 Pm slit, 40 Pm pitch, separated by 25 mm). The antiproton 
data is being analyzed and preliminary results are encouraging. 

Proof of principle using a miniature moiré deflectometer 

1 Pm 

Reference 
C. Amsler et al.,  ‘A  new  application  of  emulsions  to  measure  the  
gravitational force on antihydrogen’.,  JINST  (in  press), arXiv:1211.1370.  

Glass-based films with highly sensitive emulsions 

Annihilation products from annihilating               
     will be isotropically distributed. Since 
MIP tracks at large incident angles 
reduce the track finding efficiency in our 
automatic scanning system, we are 
presently investigating new emulsions 
with increased sensitivity. They were 
developed at Nagoya University (Japan) 
and then coated onto glass substrates in 
Bern. Glass is well suited for highest  
position resolutions thanks to its superior 
environmental stability (temperature and 
humidity), as compared to plastic. 

Fig.8. A 10 GeV/c pion track in the reference  
film (A) and in a highly sensitive one (B). 

Tab.1. Comparison between the reference 
 films (OPERA) and the new emulsions 
(Nagoya University). 

100 Pm 

1 Pm 

10 Pm 

Fig. 7. Left: Holder of the miniature moiré deflectometer. 
Right: Simulated intensity distribution of reconstructed vertices  
with position resolutions of 1 Pm (red) and 10 Pm (blue).  
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waveatominterferometer[8]tomeasuretheirvertical
displacementwithaposition-sensitivedetector.Grav-
ity(oranyotherforceactingontheatoms)canthenbe
workedoutiftheaveragevelocityoftheatomsisknown
[3,8].

Allthesuggestedschemesinvolvelaserexcitationto
long-livedexcitedstatestoovercomethelifetimelimita-
tionofthe13Sgroundstate(142ns)wherePsisnor-
mallyproduced.Ane↵ectiveandwidelyadoptedchoice
consistsinlaser-excitingtheatomstotheRydberglev-
els,wherelifetimesspanningfromtensofsuptoseveral
mscanbeobtained[9,10].AtomsinRydbergstatesare,
ingeneral,sensitivetoelectricfieldgradients[11]which
canmodifytheirtrajectories.Thisisduetotheirlarge
electricalpolarizability(upto⇠10�32Cm2V�1forPs
inn=15)[12,13].PsRydbergsublevelswithlargeelec-
tricaldipolecanbeguidedandfocused[12,13]whilethe
selectiveexcitationtosublevelswithlowdipolemoment
hasbeenproposed[14]asamethodtominimizethede-
flectionofRydbergPsininterferometricmeasurements
withphysicalgratings[15].

Analternativewaytoproduceabeamoflong-livedPs
withlowerelectricalpolarizability(⇠10�38Cm2V�1)
consistsinlaserexcitingtheatomstotheir23S
metastablelevel[15],whoselifetimeis1.14sinvac-
uumandintheabsenceofelectricfield[16].Abeam
of23SPsatoms(ofknownaveragevelocity)hasbeen
showntobesuitableforimprovingtheinertialsensitiv-
ityinproposedmatter-waveinterferometriclayouts[8].
Moreover,theavailabilityof23SPswithaverageveloc-
ity<105ms�1wouldallowkeepingtheinterferometer
compactinlength(L.1m),thuseasingthecontrolof
thermalandvibrationalnoise[17].

Producingfast23SPswithenergiesofseveraleVhas
alreadybeendemonstratedviae+collisionswithsolid
[18–20]orgaseoustargets[21,22].23SPsatomswith
abeamMaxwelliandistributionataround600K(av-
eragespeed>1.4·105ms�1)werealsoproducedvia
Doppler-freetwophotonexcitationofground-stateatoms
ofPsdesorbedfrommetallicsurfaces[23–25]and13S–
23StwophotonexcitationofPsemittedfromporoussil-
icon[26].Productionof23SPsviasinglephotonexcita-
tionofground-stateatomstomixed23S–23Pinelectric
fields[15]andthesinglephotonexcitationofground-
stateatomsto33Plevelswithsubsequentradiativedecay
to23S[16]havebeenrecentlydemonstrated.Thereduc-
tionofthe23SlifetimeinelectricfieldsduetoStark
mixinghasalsobeenstudied[16].

Inthepresentworkweinvestigatethefeasibilityofa
sourceofmetastable23SPswithdefinedandtunable
velocityintheabsenceofelectricfield.The23Slevel
ispopulatedbyspontaneousradiativedecayoflaser-
excited33PPsatoms.Thetuningofthe23SPsvelocity
isachievedbyvaryingthedelayofthe13S–33Pexcitation
pulsebetween20nsand65nsfromthee+implantation
timeinananochannelledsilicone+–Psconverter[27],

thusselectingPspopulationsemittedafterdi↵erentper-
manencetimesinthetarget[28,29]andconsequently
withdi↵erentvelocities[30,31].

Inourexperiment,Psisformedwhen⇠7nsbursts
of⇠107e+,preparedintheAEḡISe+system(see
[16,32,33]foradetaileddescriptionoftheapparatus)
areelectro-magneticallytransportedandimplantedat
3.3keVintoaSi(111)p-typecrystalwherenanochan-
nelswerepreviouslyproducedviaelectrochemicaletch-
ingandthermaloxidizedinair[16,33].Psproducedin-
sidetheconverterout-di↵usesintovacuumthroughthe
nanochannelsloosingafractionofitsemissionenergyby
collisionwiththewalls.TheSitargetwaskeptatroom
temperatureande+wereimplantedintoitwithaspotof
⇠3mminsize.Measurementspreviouslyperformedon
identicale+–Psconvertersindicatedawideangularemis-
sionofPsfromthenanochannels[16,33].Aschematic
oftheexperimentalchamberisillustratedinFig.1.

Figure1:Schematicoftheexperimentalchamberwith
exampleMonteCarloin-flightandcollisionannihilation
distributionsforan13SPspopulation(lightanddark
reddots)andfora23SPspopulation(yellowandblue
dots).Theline-shapedannihilationsdistributionof23S

atomsisduetotheUVlaserDopplerselection.

Inthetargetregion,e+areguidedbya25mTmag-
neticfieldandfocusedbyanelectrostaticlensformedby
thelastelectrodeofthetransferlinesetat�3000Vand
thetargetkeptatgroundpotential(seeFig.1forthege-
ometry),inducinganelectricfieldofabout300Vcm�1

infrontoftheconverter.Sincethiselectricfieldshortens
considerablythe23Slifetime[13,16],forthepresentmea-
surementsthefocusingelectrodewasswitchedo↵⇠5ns
afterthee+implantationusingafastswitchwitharise
timeof⇠15ns(from�3000Vto0V).

1cm

e+/Ps converter

PbWO4 detector

UV / IR lasers

e+

e+

B~0T

towards laser-cooling of Ps

243 nm

1064 nm

205 nm

205nm σ   = (110 ± 30) GHz

243nm σ   = (55 ± 13) GHz

205 nm243 nm

Ps test setup

antiprotrons (from ELENA)

ion source (I    )
_

multifunctional Penning trap & H production region
_

future ballistic flight and interferometry region
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 pulsed production of H (new geometry)
_

Filter board 

on FLEX cable

Laser beamsPrism alignmentRotatable Ps  

target holder

Rotatable  

ionization grid

Linear piezo actuator 

Trap alignment

Prisms for laser beam 

reflection and beam 

monitoring

Laser beam monitoring  

with fiber array

Trap electrodes
Rotation piezo    

        actuators

30mm

MCP

_

Antihydrogen formation region Antiprotonic atoms formation region

on-axis miniature Ps formation target
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antiprotonic atoms → a range of possible investigations, covering:

pEDM

formation of very interesting antiprotonic molecules (ppp, H2  , ... )

controlled study of antiprotonic atoms (radioisotopes)

study of tidal effects in nuclear matter

production of fully stripped ions → Rydberg constant

studies of antiproton-induced nuclear fragmentation

production of (currently unavailable at CERN) radio-isotopes

polarized antiprotons

antineutrons: low E n emission and nuclear interactions

_

_

These are pipe dreams for now, but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t think about 
whether they make sense, and if so, keeping them in our sights for when we can
start thinking about making them a reality.

__ _

_
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Probing the diffuse neutron halo at the nuclear surface with p

A. Trzcinska et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001) 082501
A. Trzcinska et al., Hyperfine Interact (2009) 194:271–276 

nuclear physics: the PS209 experiment

_

Neutron density distributions can be sampled in (heavy) nuclei by correlating 
measurements of their:

• antiprotonic x-ray cascade (annihilation radius, energy shifts)

• with a radiochemical determination of the same nuclei (annihilation on n / p)

after they have been exposed to antiproton capture and annihilation (and are 
consequently one mass unit lighter).

The PS209 experiment at LEAR investigated a range of 34 
different nuclei, from 40Ca to 238U via both techniques

  

Antiprotonic atoms – strong interaction effects

strong interaction

↓
widens and shifts p levels

in the experiment we measure:

Γ
low

 - directly from the line shape

ε - determining the line energy

Γ
up

 - indirectly from the intensity balance

strong interaction effects for lowest-lying bound states 

          shifting of energy levels, 
          change in lifetime of the state, 
          change in transition probabilities (intensities) 

   w.r.t. a pure QED reference value

annihilation radius, energy shifts

pPb
_ +

(in AEgIS : perhaps through TOF mass spectroscopy ?)
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I n t he case o f oxygen cascade , s t rong chem i ca l e t %c t s we r e obse r ved . The r esu l t s
o f t he r e l a t i ve i n t ens i t i es o f t he l i nes , norma l i zed t o t he i n t ens i t y o f t he 5 ~ 4 t r ans i -
t i on , a r e g i ven i n t ab l e 2 f or C160s and ZHZ

16 0 ( co l umns 2 and 3) . The i n t ens i t i es
o f , f or examp l e , do = 3 t r ans i t i ons d i f f e r by as much as a f ac t or o f t wo . I n t he
case o f ZH 2 16 0 t he i nne r l eve l s o f t he ene rgy l eve l scheme (1 < n - 1) appa r en t l y a r e
much mor e s t rong l y popu l a t ed t han i n CO z . One s t r a i gh t f orwa rd exp l ana t i on wou l d
be a t r ans f e r o f t he an t i pro t on be t ween t he deu t e ron and t he oxygen a t om , wh i ch
popu l a t es pr e f e r en t i a l l y t he i nne r l eve l s . I n sp i t e o f t he l a rge d i f %r ences i n t he
cascades , t he Y l P va l ue f or 16 0 i s t he same f or t he measur emen t s i n CO Z and ZHZO .
Th i s behav i our i s , o f cour se , expec t ed and g i ves add i t i ona l con f i dence i n t he me t hod
o f de r i v i ng t h i s r a t i o f rom t he measur ed da t a . I n co l umn 4 o f t ab l e 2 , t he r e l a t i ve
i n t ens i t i es o f t he ZHz 1 "O X- r ay cascade a r e g i ven . W i t h i n t he expe r i men t a l e r ror s
t hese numbe r s co i nc i de w i t h t he r e l a t i ve i n t ens i t i es o f 16 0 , g i ven i n co l umn 3 ; t h i s
shows t ha t t he de - exc i t a t i on process i n sHZ 16 0 and ZHZ 1 "O i s i den t i ca l .

18

16O

O
_
p

_
p

5-4 4-3

ANT I PROTON I C ATOMS

�

44 1

T " e t . e 3

Con t r i bu t i ons t o t he t o t a l e r ror f or t he 4 - . 3 t r ans i t i on w i d t h i n x ' 60 ( i n eV)

4 ~ 3 p - D2 ' 60

de t ec t or 1

de t ec t or 2

Auge r e l ec t ron , r espec t i ve l y . The ca l cu l a t i on o f I ' x and T " ° " i s s t r a i gh t f orwa rd ,
bu t a t t en t i on has t o be pa i d t o t he f ac t t ha t t he movemen t o f t he p - N sys t em a round
i t s common c . m . g i ves a non - neg l i g i b l e con t r i bu t i on Z t ) . Th i s c . m . cor r ec t i on
enhances t he r ad i a t i on and Auge r w i d t hs by t he f ac t or

' ) F t t ed on l y t o t he . da t a o f ` 60 / ' °O .

C -
C

M+n t pZ~12
M+m~ '

whe r e M i s t he nuc l ea r mass and mp t he an t i pro t on mass . I n t he nuc l e i d i scussed
he r e , Z~n can be pu t equa l t o Z t o a good approx i ma t i on Z1 ) . I n t ab l e 4 , co l umn 3 ,
a l so t he l ' � P va l ues f or P , C l , K , Sn , I , and Pr a r e l i s t ed . They a r e ca l cu l a t ed f rom

T~ 4

Compa r i son be t ween measur ed and ca l cu l a t ed ( i n br ac t e t s ) s t rong i n t e r ac t i on e f ï eds

Nuc l eus

1

Las t obse r vab l e
t r ans i t i on

2

l ' ,P ( eV)

3 4

N 4 ~ 3 0. 1310 . 03 205170 3150
(0 . 10) (144) ( - 31)

' 60 4 - . 3 0. 6410 . 11 320 f 150 - 124136
(0 . 62) ' (480) ' ) ( - 111)~

' °O 4 - + 3 0. 8010 . 12 5501240 - 189142
(1 . 05) ' ) (659) ' ) ( - 167) ' )

P S ~ 4 1 . 1410 . 25
(1 . 42)

S 5 ~ 4 3. 0410 . 70 6501100 - 60 140
(2 . 20) (673) ( - 79)

C I 5 ~ 4 8. 0 12 . 2
(6 . 77)

K 5 ~ 4 26 . 8 17 . 0
(24. 3)

Sn 8 - y 7 3. 1 11 . 8
(41 . 53)

I 8 ~ 7 9. 9 17 . 7
(22 . 6)

Pr 8 ~ 7 24 . 7 156. 9

! ' d l ' � � d ! ' ~° d I ' � ~ , d ! ' � � , d f

300 83 150 30 100 200

348 66 l 50 l 40 100 238

H. Poth et al., Nucl. Phys. A 294 (1978) 435

nuclear physics: isotopic effects
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E

F i g . 3 . Nuc l eon d i s t r i bu t i ons f or ' 60 and i a0 and t he i r r a t i on .
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i
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F i g . 4 . A X~ con t our p l o t o f Re Aâ , I m . ! â ; t he m i n i mum i s a t x~ = . 0 . 75 , t he c i r c l es cor r espond t o
X ' + I , X = +2 , and X

z +3 .
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�

H . POTH e t a l .

br , � , = 240 f 100 eV ,

b l / ' s l = _p . 34 f 0. 20 .

�

(1) .

I f ruP ~ r x+r~°~ , as i s t he case he r e , t he b l l l s l can be r e l a t ed t o t he r e l a t i ve
d i f f e r ence i n t he uppe r w i d t h by 81 / l s l = - br� P / 16r �p .

The da t a show t ha t t he i so t ope e f f ec t s seen f or t he f i r s t t i me i n s t rong i n t e r ac t i on
i n an t i pro t on i c a t oms a r e s t a t i s t i ca l l y s i gn i f i can t and r ema r kab l y l a rge .

4. Campa r i aoa be t ween da t a and ca l ca l a t i o~

Aposs i b l e ansa t z f or t he s t rong p - N i n t e r ac t i on i s an op t i ca l po t en t i a l o f t he f orm

whe r e P i s t he roduced p - nuc l eus mass , ~ ! i s t he nuc l eon mass , mP i s t he an t i pro t on
mass , pP ( r ) and po ( r ) a r e t he d i s t r i bu t i ons o f pro t ons and neu t rons i n t he nuc l eus ,
and A~ and A~ a r e comp l ex numbe r s wh i ch desc r i be t he e f f ec t i ve i n t e r ac t i on
be t ween t he l ow- ene rgy an t i pro t on , and t he pro t ons and neu t rons o f t he nuc l eus.
S i m i l a r ansä t ze we r e t r i ed f or p i cn i c and kaon i c a t oms and we r e ab l e t o r eproduce
t he gross f ea t ur es o f t he da t a sa t i s f ac t or i l y . I n bo t h cases a r e l a t i on be t ween A°~ and `
t he f r ee sca t t e r i ng amp l i t ude A cou l d be f ound z2 - Z ' ) .

To de r i ve sh i f t s and w i d t hs o f t he l eve l s f rom t he op t i ca l po t en t i a l , t he expr ess i on
f or Ys , i s i n t roduced i n t o t he D i r ac equa t i on and i n t egr a t ed nume r i ca l l y . QED
and o t he r cor r ec t i ons we r e compu t ed i n pe r t urba t i on t heor y . The nume r i ca l
i n t egr a t i on o f t he equa t i on y i e l ds t he comp l ex ene rgy va l ue E - i 2 r . o f t he l eve l s
as a f unc t i on o f t he pa r ame t e r s A~ , APôt , and t he d i s t r i bu t i ons pp , po . As f or kaon i c
a t oms , i t t urns ou t t ha t on l y t he t a i l s o f t he nuc l ea r d i s t r i bu t i ons g i ve i mpor t an t
con t r i bu t i ons .

The i dea beh i nd t he ana l ys i s o f t he da t a pr esen t ed he r e i s t o ga i n i n f orma t i on
on t he ¢N i n t e r ac t i ons t ak i ng p l ace i n nuc l e i . The ana l ys i s i s sp l i t i n t o t wo pa r t s
( a ) The ansa t z , as i n t roduced above , i s shown t o be use f u l f or t he nuc l e i unde r
i nves t i ga t i on . Hy ad j us t i ng t he pa r ame t e r s o f t he ansa t z so t ha t t he da t a a r e
r eproduced , a l eas t - squa r es f i t va l ue f or t he sum (A~ +A~ ) i s deduced f rom
nuc l e i w i t h po ( r ) x pv ( r ) . (b ) The s t rong i n t e r ac t i on e f f ec t s i n 160 / 1s0 a r e s i g_
n i f i can t l y d i f f e r en t . Th i s d i f %r ence i s a l mos t comp l e t e l y due t o t he t wo add i t i ona l
neu t rons o f 1 s0 . Thus t he 160 / t s0 da t a a r e used t o ge t an i ndependen t va l ue f or
Apt and , t oge t he r , w i t h t he r esu l t f rom ( a ) , a l so f or A t e . For bo t h pa r t s o f t he
ana l ys i s a r e l i ab l e i npu t f or t he pro t on and neu t ron r ad i a l dens i t y d i s t r i bu t i ons
i s needed . For 160 , 1s0 and S t hese d i s t r i bu t i ons we r e de t e rm i ned as desc r i bed

be l ow.

analyze p-N interaction in terms of optical potential
_

ρ18
n

ρn
16

ρ18
n ρn

16/

ρ18
p ρp

16/

r [fm]

p-atoms test essentially the large-r region of nuclear density
_

derive shifts / widths of the atomic levels

compare with measurement      ρn(r), ρp(r) distributions

(only visible in last observable transition of the cascade)

H. Poth et al., Nucl. Phys. A 294 (1978) 435

nuclear physics
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Motivation: WEPGravity...

Scalar: “charge” of particle equal to “charge of antiparticle” :        attractive force
Vector: “charge” of particle opposite to “charge of antiparticle”: repulsive/attractive force

V = ‒ ― m₁m₂ ( 1∓ a e   + b e    )-r/vG -r/s

∞r Phys. Rev. D 33 (2475) (1986)

• General relativity is a classical (non quantum) theory

• EEP violations may appear in some quantum theory

• New quantum scalar and vector fields are allowed in some models (KK)

• Such fields may mediate interactions violating the equivalence principle

Cancellation effects in matter experiment if a~b and v~s

M. Nieto and T. Goldman, Phys. Rep. 205,5  221-281 (1992)

Einstein field: tensor graviton (spin 2, “Newtonian”)

+ Gravi-vector (spin 1)

+ Gravi-scalar (spin 0)
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Motivation: CPT
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E. Widmann

Type II: “Model” for CPTV: standard 
model extention SME

• Spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking by (exotic) string vacua

• Note: there is a preferred frame, sidereal variation due to earth
  rotation may be detectable

CPT & Lorentz violation

Lorentz violation

Modified Dirac eq. in SME

45

although CPT is part of the “standard model”, 
the SM can be extended to allow CPT violation

Phys. Rev. D 55, 6760–6774 (1997)

• Note: if there is a preferred frame, sidereal variation due to Earth’s 
rotation might be detectable

CPT...
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ASACUSA

GBAR

BASE

ALPHA

ALPHA-g

AEgIS

overview of AD facility
space for future
 (anti)atomic 
physics experiments

ELENA: extraction
of antiprotons at
100 keV; 
trapping efficiency 
goes from ~1% at 
AD to O(100%);

107 p /100s

in operation 
since 2021

_

PUMA

STEP-
BASE_
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